BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
of the City University of New York

College Senate
Minutes of November 15, 2018
Location: Nichols Hall 104
Chair: Franklin Moore
Secretary: Minkyung Choi
Present:
Members: N. Apostolakis, M. Choi, S. Davis, R., Gouraige, J. Katz, L. Lawton, N. Reynoso, C.
Maliti, J. Moghaddasi, J. Molina, F. Moore, H. Papas-Kavalis, J. Sanabria, H. Skinner, S. Utakis,
J. Sinanovic, M. Stewart-Titus, R. Ben-Nun, I. Ghafoor, S. Skaggs, D. Gonsher, E. Nelson, J.
Shaddai, K. Thomas (faculty), M. Pita, J. Athanasourelis, S. Duncan, J. Acevedo, J. Nagloo, I.
Horozov, W. Guerrier, A. Ortiz, J. Malinsky, H. Faradj, D. Molina, A. Hashim, J. Paoli, A.
Robinson, K. Thomas (registrar), I. Delgado, K. Ellis, T. Isekenegbe, L. Montenegro, C.
Valenzuela, Q. Berry, A. Cuevas, S. Dorleans, R. Nieves, M. Sudlow, K. Ojakian, J. Ziegler
Guests: L. Audusseau, D. Taylor, H. Clampman, K. Adams, R. Whelan, S. Powers, J. Heller, M.
Psarelli, R. Kossak, V. Walker, F. Kaighobadi, K. Williams, B. Gantt, G. Sanchez, L. Pichardo,
P. Araya
Not Present:  M. Guishard, S. Mukherjee, A. Vuagniaux, A. Ortuno, A. Adebola, D. Price, N.
Knight, A. Durante, S. Offenbach, S. Moss, C. Tobar, K. Viner, N. Cano, E. Mananga, M.
Sanchez, J. Batiz, D. Sayeed, L. Lee, J. Ewell, C. Davila, S. Baafi, Y. Heras, M. Jallow, L.
Nkwain, A. Walker, O. Gyedu-Larbi, L. Lee, B. Rima, A. McInerney
College Senate Voting Membership: 60 (31= quorum)
Total Voting Members Present = 43
1. Call to Order: Meeting was called to order at 12:20 p.m. by F. Moore.
2. Seating of Alternates: K. Ojakian, J. Ziegler, and S. Duncan were seated.
3. Approval of the Agenda: The SGA proposed to move the SGA report to item 6. The
agenda passed with amendments unanimously by voice vote.
4. Approval of Minutes of October 25, 2018: Approved with amendments
unanimously by voice vote.
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5. Action Items
a. Election to fill vacancy on the Academic Review Committee: F. Moore
went over the qualifications. One candidate, Roman Kossak (Mathematics),
self-nominated himself. J. Moghaddasi nominated J. Malinsky (Physics). The
current members of the Academic Review Committee are H. Papas-Kavalis, S.
Utakis, V. Flaris, S. Powers, and K. Williams (non-voting). M. Psarelli spoke in
support of R. Kossak’s candidacy. J. Moghaddasi spoke in support of J.
Malinsky’s candidacy. Paper ballots were distributed and the body voted
(Kossak- 28, Malinsky- 12). Because a candidate needs more than half the
body’s vote, neither candidate was elected. N. Apostolakis spoke in support
of Kossak’s candidacy. The body voted (Kossak- 37, Malinsky- 6), electing R.
Kossak as a member of the Academic Review Committee. T. Isekenegbe
welcomed Dr. Steven Rose, the chair of Middle States. S. Rose spoke briefly
about accreditation and the significance of the process. He commended BCC
on the efforts and progress concerning the Middle States process thus far.
b. Curriculum Committee: H. Clampman reported on actions items previously
brought to the senate. The body voted unanimously to approve Item (a) and
(b) by voice vote.
New Items: 1) JPN 112 as been running as an experimental course and was
approved unanimously by the Curriculum Committee to be included in
Flexible Core A. 2) There are changes in the MLT degree program. Primarily,
the change in letters of the BIO courses. This will make it easier for students
to find the courses. For example MLT 88 is a course specifically geared
toward MLT students, whereas the former course (BIO 88) is more for
general students. The new microbiology course is also particularly
streamlined for MLT students, which are a substantial population.
c. Academic Standing: S. Powers reported on an action previously brought to
the senate. A motion to reword the codification to a 30-credit residency
passed unanimously by voice vote.
New item: course substitutions. The item was approved by CAS unanimously.
Previously, this was a complicated process. The changes state that if students
need a substitution due to extenuating circumstances, it goes to the chair.
Once approved, the student goes to the chair to which the course belongs. A
question was asked about the substitution of pathways courses. When a
pathways course is being substituted, it needs to be approved by the
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pathways appeal officer. If the departments want formal equivalency, there
should be a note in the college catalogue, which would be helpful for financial
aid. A comment that indicates such should be noted.
6. SGA Report: C. Valenzuela reported on the successful masquerade in October
(approximately 300 students attended). The SGA is also collaborating with Women
Up for women empowerment. The SGA is currently working on a permanent student
lounge. There is a temporary student lounge in RB that is open for about 12 hours a
week. An opening event is planned at the end of November. Other SGA projects
include expansion of ASAP by raising funds through the city and state. The SGA is
also working with CCSD and will be presenting thank you notes to the veterans on
campus. Will make more effort to work with evening and weekend students.
F. Moore proposed moving up budget report and if time remains, will continue on
with other items. If not, move to December. Approved unanimously by voice vote.
7. Budget Report (part II): K. Ellis introduced the members who work on the budget:
Loïc Audusseau, Robin Auchincloss, Deborah Alston, Anjanette Antonio, and David
Taylor. In reference to the presentation, several questions were asked.
Q1. The tax-levy funds for 2019 are lower than 2018. The lower teaching load
is already in effect, which means an increase in adjuncts. How is the amount
lower?
Answer: Enrollment is going down, too. It’s important to recognize that this
budget plan being submitted to the university may be adjusted once we
know what our enrollment will be. We will be able to know once we get final
enrollment numbers. This year, we are adjusting based on the significant
drop in enrollment.
Q2. According to the OTPS line, we are increasing. Why is the number for
salaries decreasing?
Answer: College funds are decreasing. Could be influenced by ASAP, early
college initiatives, BMI, etc. BCC also spent over in 2018.
Q3. Where did this (refer to Q2) happen?
Answer: PS.
Q4. At UFS, it was announced that the president has to consult with the
faculty leaders to decide the budget. Did this happen?
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Answer: The department chairs are given a template, which determines how
we come up with the total numbers.
Q5. The presentation given by the university budget director showed that
there is an increase in hiring of contingent faculty and a decrease in full-time
faculty. There is also a substantial increase in administrators.
Response: At BCC, full time faculty has increased 3%. We have kept
administration down except for in ASAP. Each department puts together
their plan and then the items are consolidated, which gets communicated to
the cabinet. Looking at protecting infrastructure.
Q6: What is the breakdown of PS? Where was the 597 from?
Answer: Will provide.
Q7: Where does the student tech fee go?
Answer: The information is on the website. There is a committee, charter, a
proposal, etc.


8. Adjournment: Meeting adjourned by F. Moore at 1:47 p.m.

Attachments
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Agenda
List of Tenured Faculty
BCC Middle States Self-Study Update
Curriculum Committee Report
CAS Proposed Revision to Credit by Exemption
CAS Codification Sub Waiver Proposal
Budget and Financial Plan FY19
FC Report
CIPD Report
USF Report
SEC Resolution
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AGENDA OF THE MEETING OF THE
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE SENATE
November 15, 2018, 12:15 - 1:45 P.M.
Nichols Hall 104
1. Call to Order
2. Seating of Alternates
3. Approval of the Agenda
4. Approval of Minutes of October 25, 2018
5. Action Items
a. Election to fill vacancy on the Academic Review Committee
b. Curriculum Committee
c. Academic Standing
6. Committee Reports (5 minutes each unless otherwise noted)
a. Governance and Elections
b. Instruction and Professional Development
c. Space, Facilities, and Physical Plant
d. Student Activities
e. University Faculty Senate
f. University Student Senate
g. Vice-Presidents and Deans
h. Community Relations
i. Academic Freedom
7. President’s Report (10 minutes)
8. Budget Report (Part two) (5 minutes for presentation 25 minutes for questions)
9. SGA (10 minutes)
10. Faculty Council (10 Minutes)
11. Announcements and Reports (2 minutes each)
a. Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson
b. Vice Presidents and Deans

12. New Business (time remaining)
13. Adjournment

Dept_Descr_Position

First_NM

Last_NM

JobCode_LD Empl_Cls_LDExp_Job_En

Dept of Biological Sciences
Dept of Biological Sciences
Health, Physical Ed & Rec
Art And Music
English Language & Literature
Business And Information Sys
Social Science
Dept of Biological Sciences
English Language & Literature
Art And Music
Math & Computer Sciences
Art And Music
Art And Music
English Language & Literature
Chemistry
Modern Language
Chemistry
Business And Information Sys
Art And Music
Business And Information Sys
History
History
History
English Language & Literature
English Language & Literature
Math & Computer Sciences
Math & Computer Sciences
Chemistry
Dept of Biological Sciences
Social Science
Health, Physical Ed & Rec
History
Business And Information Sys
Dept of Biological Sciences
Communications Arts/Sciences
History
History
Modern Language
Communications Arts/Sciences
Nursing/Allied Health Sciences
Health, Physical Ed & Rec
Education & Academic Literacy
Chemistry
Math & Computer Sciences
Business And Information Sys

Abass
Shylaja
Charmaine
Lisa
Susan
Haron
John
Seher
John
Ruth
Madelaine
Curt
Mary Jo
Robert
Sunil
Alicia
Thomas
Raymond
Thomas
Howard
Katherine
Neil
William
Frederick
Kathrynn
Quanlei
Luis
Vicki
Maureen
Marjorie
Donna
Jordi
Imran
Allan
Debra
David
Christopher
Giulia
Joshua
Kenya
Janet
Ted
Kamal
Uma
Paul

Abdullahi
Professor
Akkaraju
Professor
Aleong
Professor
Amowitz
Professor
Amper
Professor
Andima
Professor
Asimakopoulos
Professor
Atamturktur
Professor
Athanasourelis
Professor
Bass
Professor
Bates
Professor
Belshe
Professor
Ben-nun
Professor
Beuka
Professor
Bhaskaran
Professor
Bralove
Professor
Brennan
Professor
Canals
Professor
Cipullo
Professor
Clampman
Professor
Culkin
Professor
Davis
Professor
De Jong Lambert Professor
DeNaples
Professor
Di Tommaso- Alliso Professor
Fang
Professor
Fernandez
Professor
Flaris
Professor
Gannon
Professor
Garrido
Professor
Genova
Professor
Getman
Professor
Ghafoor
Professor
Gilman
Professor
Gonsher
Professor
Gordon
Professor
Grenda
Professor
Guarnieri
Professor
Halberstam
Professor
Harris
Professor
Heller
Professor
Ingram
Professor
Ismail
Professor
Iyer
Professor
Jaijairam
Professor

Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured
Tenured

8/26/2019

1/24/2019
8/26/2019

Art And Music
Dept of Biological Sciences
Math & Computer Sciences
Social Science
Math & Computer Sciences
Modern Language
Engineering, Physics & Tech
Dept of Biological Sciences
Dept of Biological Sciences
Math & Computer Sciences
Engineering, Physics & Tech
Health, Physical Ed & Rec
Math & Computer Sciences
Nursing/Allied Health Sciences
Chemistry
Chemistry
English Language & Literature
Education & Academic Literacy
Math & Computer Sciences
Chemistry
Modern Language
Dept of Biological Sciences
English Language & Literature
History
Math & Computer Sciences
Education & Academic Literacy
English Language & Literature
Health, Physical Ed & Rec
English Language & Literature
English Language & Literature
Dept of Biological Sciences
English Language & Literature
English Language & Literature
Math & Computer Sciences
Education & Academic Literacy
Communications Arts/Sciences
English Language & Literature
Art And Music
Math & Computer Sciences
Library Resources Center
Library Resources Center

Jeanine
Shazia
Alexander
Peter
Roman
Alexander
Joseph
Charles
Claudio
Mohamed
Jalil
Suzan
Cormac
Helen
Eugene
Neal
Marianne
Stephen
Maria
Martin
Carlos
Chris
Julia
Tamar
Philipp
George
Christina
Samuel
Timothy
H Elizabeth
Latchman
Kathleen
Sharon
Anthony
Joan
Jeffrey
Tsegaye
Benjamin
Peter
Teresa
Michael

Kelley-williams
Khan
Kheyfits
Kolozi
Kossak
Lamazares
Malinsky
Maliti
Mazzatenta
Messaoudene
Moghaddasi
Moss
O'sullivan
Papas-kavalis
Passer
Phillip
Pita
Powers
Psarelli
Pulver
Rivera
Robinson
Rodas
Rothenberg
Rothmaler
Sanchez
Sassi-lehner
Schwartz
Sedore
Smith
Somenarain
Urda
Utakis
Weaver
Wilson
Wisotsky
Wodajo
Yarmolinsky
Yom
Mcmanus
Miller

Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor
Tenured
Professor-LibraTenured
Professor-LibraTenured

12/21/2018

8/26/2019

8/26/2019

8/26/2019

Empl_Stat_LD

Fellowship Leave
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Travia Leave
Fellowship Leave
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active

Active
Active
Phased Retirement
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Fellowship Leave
Active
Active
Active
Fellowship Leave
Active
Active
Active
Fellowship Leave
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active

BCC Middle States Self-Study Update, November, 2018
Reflecting on Our Community of Excellence
BCC is engaged in a comprehensive Self-Study as part of the accreditation requirements of the Middle States
Commission on Higher Education (MSCHE). The process, which was initiated in Spring 2017 will culminate in a final
report submitted to MSCHE and an evaluation team visit March 24-27, 2019. Formal action on BCC’s accreditation status
will be taken at the June 2019 Executive Meeting of Middle States Commission on Higher Education.
The purpose of MSCHE Self-Study is to demonstrate BCC’s compliance with MSCHE Standards and requirements and to
inform the development of our new Strategic Plan, in support of student learning and success and institution-wide
improvement and renewal.

Recent and Upcoming Events


A new Draft Self-Study and an Executive Summary (utilizing campus feedback from surveys, focus groups, and town
hall meetings) are now available for further campus review and feedback.



Our MSCHE Evaluation Team Chair, President Steven M. Rose from Passaic Community College, will be conducting a
preliminary visit to our campus on Thursday, November 15, 2018 to meet campus constituents, including a visit to
College Senate Meeting.



We will continue to solicit campus-wide review and feedback to inform the final Self-Study, which will be completed
in January, 2019.



The BCC MSCHE Evaluation Team has been selected and includes the following team members:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Dr. Steven M. Rose, Evaluation Team Chair (President) Passaic County Community College
Dr. Laura Ariovich (Executive Director, Research, Assessment and Effectiveness) Prince George’s Community
College
Dr. Stuart Blacklaw (Provost/Executive VP for Academic & Student Affairs) Community College of Allegheny
County
Dr. Lance Bowen (Dean of Science and Technology) Anne Arundel Community College
Dr. L. Diane Campbell (VP Student Affairs) Mercer County Community College
Dr. Claudia Francis Curry (Director, Women’s Outreach & Advocacy Center) Community College of Philadelphia
Dr. Gohar Farahani (Executive Director, Planning and Institutional Effectiveness) Frederick Community College
Ms. Karen VanDerhoof (VP for Business and Finance) County College of Morris

How all students, faculty and staff can continue to participate in the review/revision of our Self-Study:
1. Complete a Survey https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/6WRGDQL
2. Review & Comment on Self-Study Draft/Executive Summary
Send Comments to: Self-Study Co-Chair, Jordi.getman@bcc.cuny.edu ; Self-Study Co-Chair,
Irene.delgado@bcc.cuny.edu ; or MSCHE Accreditation Liaison, nancy.ritze@bcc.cuny.edu
3. Check out BCC Website and Facebook Page
4. Stay Tuned for Additional Events

Building a Community of Excellence
Mission BCC serves students of diverse backgrounds, preparations and aspirations by providing them with an education that is both
broad in scope and rigorous in its standards. We offer students access to academic preparation that provides them with the
foundation and tools for success in their educational and/or professional plans and instills in them the value of informed and
engaged citizenship and service to their communities.
Vision BCC will effectively invest in each student’s success by engaging with them in an integrative and supportive environment that
facilitates the development and achievement of their educational and career goals. Graduates will be prepared to understand,
thrive in, and contribute to a 21st -century global community marked by diversity, change, and expanded opportunities for lifelong
learning and growth.
Values Respect - Integrity – Engagement – Excellence - Empowerment
Goals
1. Build a Community of Excellence
2. Empower Students to Succeed
3. Deepen Student Learning
4. Develop World Citizens

5. Cultivate a 21st Century Curriculum
6. Enhance the Campus Environment
7. Promote a Reputation for Excellence

MSCHE Standards for Accreditation
Standard I: Mission and Goals. The institution's mission defines its purpose within the context of higher education, the students it
serves, and what it intends to accomplish. The institution's stated goals are clearly linked to its mission and specify how the institution
fulfills its mission.
Standard II: Ethics and Integrity. Ethics and integrity are central, indispensable, and defining hallmarks of effective higher education
institutions. In all activities, whether internal or external, an institution must be faithful to its mission, honor its contracts and
commitments, adhere to its policies, and represent itself truthfully.
Standard III: Design and Delivery of the Student Learning Experience. An institution provides students with learning experiences
that are characterized by rigor and coherence of all program, certificate, and degree levels, regardless of instructional modality. All
learning experiences, regardless of modality, program pace/schedule, level, and setting are consistent with higher education
expectations.
Standard IV: Support of the Student Experience: Across all educational experiences, settings, levels, and instructional
modalities, the institution recruits and admits students whose interests, abilities, experiences, and goals are congruent with
its mission and educational offerings. The institution commits to student retention, persistence, completion, and success
through a coherent and effective support system sustained by qualified professionals, which enhances the quality of the
learning environment, contributes to the educational experience, and fosters student success.
Standard V: Educational Effectiveness Assessment. Assessment of student learning demonstrates that the institution’s students
have accomplished educational goals consistent with their programs of study, degree level, the institution’s mission, and
appropriate expectations for institutions of higher education.
Standard VI: Planning, Resources and Institutional Improvement. The institution's planning processes, resources, and structures
are aligned with each other and are sufficient to fulfill its mission and goals, to continuously assess and improve its
programs and services, and to respond effectively to opportunities and challenges
Standard VII: Governance Leadership and Administration. The institution is governed & administered in a manner that allows
it to realize its stated mission & goals in a way that effectively benefits the institution, its students, & the other constituencies it
serves. Even when supported by or affiliated with governmental, corporate, religious, educational system, or other unaccredited
organizations, the institution has education as its primary purposed, & it operates as an academic institution with appropriate
autonomy.

BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
of the City University of New York
Curriculum Committee

To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

1.

Members of the College Senate
Professor Howard A. Clampman,
Chairperson Curriculum Committee
November 15, 2018
Report of Actions by the Curriculum Committee through 11/06/2018

Actions previously reported to the Senate
(a)

Proposed Change in Existing Certificate Program

Program Title
1. Licensed Practical Nurse Certificate Program – Change in program
prerequisites (Unanimous show of hands)

(b)

10-23-18

Proposed Change in Existing Courses

Course Title
1. PNR 201 – Concepts of Family-Centered Care for the Practical Nurse
Change in course hours (Unanimous show of hands)
2. PNR 301 – Concepts of Adult Health for the Practical Nurse I - Change in
course hours (Unanimous show of hands)
3. PNR 401 – Concepts of Adult Health for the Practical Nurse II - Change in
course hours (Unanimous show of hands)

2.

Date approved by Curriculum Committee

Date approved by Curriculum Committee
11-06-18
11-06-18
11-06-18

Actions reported to the Senate for the first time
(a)

Proposed New Course

Course Title
1. JPN 112 – Beginning Japanese II (formerly experimental) – to be
included in Flexible Core A (Unanimous show of hands)

(b)

Date approved by Curriculum Committee
11-06-18

Proposed Change in Existing Degree Program

Program Title
1. Medical Laboratory Technician AAS Degree – Change in program
prerequisites (Unanimous show of hands)

Curriculum Committee Report to the College Senate
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Date approved by Curriculum Committee
11-06-18

November 15, 2018

(c)

Proposed Change in Existing Courses

Course Title
4. From:
BIO 44 – Diagnostic Microbiology
To:
MLT 89 – Diagnostic Microbiology
Change in course appelation and prerequisite
(Unanimous show of hands)
5. From:
BIO 81 - Introduction to Medical Laboratory Technology
To:
MLT 81 - Introduction to Medical Laboratory Technology
Change in course appelation
(Unanimous show of hands)
6. From:
BIO 82 - Clinical Hematology and Coagulation
To:
MLT 82 - Clinical Hematology and Coagulation
Change in course appelation and prerequisite
(Unanimous show of hands)
7. From:
BIO 83 – Clinical Chemistry
To:
MLT 83 – Clinical Chemistry
Change in course appelation and prerequisite
(Unanimous show of hands)
8. From:
BIO 85 – Immunology/Serology
To:
MLT 85 – Immunology/Serology
Change in course appelation and prerequisite
(Unanimous show of hands)
9. From:
BIO 86 – Immunohematology
To:
MLT 86 – Immunohematology
Change in course appelation and prerequisite
(Unanimous show of hands)
10. From:
BIO 87 – Urinalysis and Body Fluids
To:
MLT 87 – Urinalysis and Body Fluids
Change in course appelation
(Unanimous show of hands)
11. From:
BIO 90 – Clinical Internship
To:
MLT 90 – Clinical Internship
Change in course appelation
(Unanimous show of hands)

(d)

Date approved by Curriculum Committee

11-06-18

11-06-18

11-06-18

11-06-18

11-06-18

11-06-18

11-06-18

11-06-18

Proposed New Course

Course Title
1. MLT 88 – Introduction to Clinical Microbiology
(Unanimous show of hands)

Curriculum Committee Report to the College Senate
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Date approved by Curriculum Committee
11-06-18

November 15, 2018

Appendix A: LPN Certificate Revision
Section AIII: Changes in Degree Programs
AIII.1 The following revisions are proposed for the Licensed Practical Nurse program:
Program: Licensed Practical Nurse Certificate
Program Code: 91041
Hegis Code: 5209.
Proposed Changes: Remove COMM 11 from required courses in Pre-Clinical Sequence; Increase PNR 201 from 5 credits to 7 credits; Reduce PNR 301 from 8
credits to 7 credits; Reduce PNR 401 from 8 credits to 7 credits; Reorder courses in the Pre-Clinical Sequence and each of the three semesters.
Effective: Fall 2019
From

To

Course Description Crs

Course Description Crs

Pre-Clinical Sequence
• ENG 110 Fundamentals of Composition and Rhetoric
OR ENG 111 Composition and Rhetoric I (3 Credits)
• COMM 11 Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication (3 Credits)
• BIO 23 Human Anatomy and Physiology I (4 Credits)
• PHM 10 Pharmacology Computations (2 Credits)
Subtotal 12

Pre-Clinical Sequence
• ENG 110 Fundamentals of Composition and Rhetoric
OR ENG 111 Composition and Rhetoric I (3 Credits)
• BIO 23 Human Anatomy and Physiology I (4 Credits)
• PSY 11 Introduction to Psychology (3 Credits)
• PHM 10 Pharmacology Computations (2 Credits)
Subtotal 12

First Semester (Spring)
• BIO 24 Human Anatomy and Physiology II (4 Credits)
• PSY 11 Introduction to Psychology (3 Credits)
• PNR 101 Fundamental Concepts of Practical Nursing (5 credits)
Subtotal 12

First Semester (Spring)
• BIO 24 Human Anatomy and Physiology II (4 Credits)
• PNR 101 Fundamental Concepts of Practical Nursing (5 credits)
Subtotal 9

Second Semester (Fall)
• PNR 201 Concepts of Family-Centered Care for the Practical Nurse (5
credits)
• PNR 301 Concepts of Adult Health for the Practical Nurse I (8 credits)
Subtotal 13

Second Semester (Fall)
• PNR 201 Concepts of Family-Centered Care for the Practical Nurse (7
credits)
• PNR 301 Concepts of Adult Health for the Practical Nurse I (7 credits)
Subtotal 14

Third Semester (Spring)
• PNR 401 Concepts of Adult Health for the Practical Nurse II (8 credits)
• PNR 501 Transition to Practical Nursing Practice (2 credits)
Subtotal 10

Third Semester (Spring)
• PNR 401 Concepts of Adult Health for the Practical Nurse II (7 credits)
• PNR 501 Transition to Practical Nursing Practice (2 credits)
Subtotal 9

Total 47

Total 44
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Rationale:
NYSED has charged nursing programs (both practical and registered nursing) to streamline curriculums by reducing the number of credits and time it takes for
qualified applicants to get through the program. In a memo to the BCC Nursing Department, NYSED wrote “Our framework for review of the proposed curriculum
change is based in regulation and precedent. The regulations require that a credit- bearing program leading to the LPN license must be a minimum of 2 academic
semesters, approximately 30 credits. By precedent, most programs in NYS based on a 1+1 model have been registered with a credit load of 37-42. Review of the
curriculum shows an excess of LAS that are not necessary for LPN level education. Similar type LPN programs generally require approximately 14 credits of LAS
including English, A & P, and Intro to Psychology. The other LAS courses required for the RN program can be taken when and if the student is admitted and
enrolled in the RN program.” The memo also stated “Please determine a consistent clock to credit ratio for all components of the course especially lab and clinical.
The supervision of students by an RN with a minimum of a BS in nursing is required for all LPN students regardless of the course level, clinical learning activity,
or setting. This is required by law and regulation. Clinical in NYS is defined as direct care provided by the student under the direct supervision of an RN, the same
is required for observation. The contact ratio for clinical is generally 3:1 and for lab and simulation 2:1.”
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences
FROM
TO
Departments
Nursing and Allied Health Sciences
Departments

nc

Course

PNR 201 Concepts of Adult Health for the Practical
Nurse II

Course

nc

Credits

5

Credits

7

Hours

4 LEC 2 LAB 6 CLN

Hours

4 LEC 2 LAB 6 CLN

Prerequisite

PNR 101

Prerequisite

nc

Co-requisite

PNR 301

Co-requisite

nc

Description

This course applies nursing concepts to the care
of the reproducing family with application to
women's health and the care of children. The
course continues to apply and build on concepts
of nursing practice learned in the first practical
nursing course. Course content learned in theory
is applied to women’s health, maternal and
child/pediatric care in a variety of healthcare
settings.

Description

nc

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts

[ ] Yes [ x ] No

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc)
General Education
Component

,

[ ] Yes [ x] No

Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc)
General Education
Component

__X__ Not Applicable

__X__ Not Applicable

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World
Effective Fall 2019

Rationale: The NYSED is also requiring a consistent clock to credit ratio in all the PNR courses listed. The contact ratio for clinical is 3:1 and for
lab and/or simulation 2:1; therefore, all PNR courses with the same clock hours for didactic, clinical, and lab are consistent.
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Bronx Community College
Department of Nursing and Allied Health Science
Licensed Practical Nursing Program

PNR 201 – Concepts of Family-Centered Care for the Practical Nurse
7 Credits
4 Hours Lecture
6 Hours Clinical
2 Hours Laboratory
Prerequisites: PNR 101
Co-requisites: PNR 301
Professors:
Dr. Marcia Jones
Email: Marcia.Jones@bcc.cuny.edu
Phone# (718) 289-5842
Office hours: Mon 9-10 am
Prof. Helen Papas-Kavalis
Email: Helen.papa-kavalis@bcc.cuny.edu
Phone# (718) 289-5490
Office hours: Tues 6-7pm
Description: This course applies nursing concepts to the care of the reproducing
family with application to women's health and the care of children. The course
continues to apply and build on concepts of nursing practice learned in the first practical
nursing course. Course content learned in theory is applied to women’s health, maternal
and child/pediatric care in a variety of healthcare settings.
Civility Statement:
An essential component of successful learning is the mutual respect between teachers
and students when interacting, face- to- face or in distance settings.
As your instructor, I am dedicated to creating a professional and respectful atmosphere
in this course, where all students can share experiences and ask questions in a safe and
supportive environment. It is my expectation that we will create and follow similar norms
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in the classroom, in clinical settings with agency personnel, with other students and
faculty within our school, and in our interactions outside of this course. Civil, respectful
behavior is equally important in our communications in virtual study halls, in face-to-face
discussions, emails, voice mails, or on social networking sites. By adhering to our
established norms and treating each other with respect and courtesy, we model the role
of a professional nurse.
Accommodations/Disabilities
Bronx Community College respects and welcomes students of all backgrounds and
abilities. In the event you encounter any barrier(s) to full participation in this course
due to the impact of a disability, please contact the disAbility Services Office as soon as
possible this semester. The disAbility Services specialists will meet with you to discuss
the barriers you are experiencing and explain the eligibility process for establishing
academic accommodations for this course. You can reach the disAbility Services
Office at: disability.services@bcc.cuny.edu, Loew Hall, Room 211, (718) 288-5874.
Student Course Outcome:
Interactions model professional behaviors and civility as evidenced by academic
excellence, caring, citizenship, fairness, respect for others, accountability for one’s
behavior, and trustworthiness which are based on acceptable standards of practice and
ethical principles.
Course Student Learning Outcomes and Competencies
At the completion of this course students will be able to:
1) Make judgments in practice, substantiated with evidence, that integrate nursing
science in the provision of safe, quality care for diverse patients and their families in
collaboration with the health care team.
a. Be accountable for decisions and actions performed in the provision of safe,
quality care to diverse populations in a variety of health care settings
(quality).
b. Provide safe, quality care based on evidence and standards of care that
promote the health of patients within the context of the family and
community (safety).
c. Collaborate with members of the health care team to implement and/or
adjust the plan of care (team/collaboration).
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d. Partner with patients and families to identify their preferences based on their
expectations, resources, and cultural traditions when modifying careapproaches (relationship-centered care).
e. Assume the role of team member or team leader based on the situation, care
setting, and system requirements, as determined by management (systemsbased care).
f. Seek assistance in situations that require knowledge/actions beyond
individual expertise and scope of LPN/LVN practice to provide safe, quality
care (personal and professional development).
2) By collaborating with health care team members, utilize evidence, tradition, and
patient/client preferences in predictable patient/client care situations to promote
optimal health status.
a. Suggest novel approaches to improve care to diverse patients and families
(quality).
b. Question existing and traditional practices to improve safe, quality, cost
effective care as a member of the health care team (safety).
c. Collaboratively seek creative approaches to care delivery
(team/collaboration).
d. Use best current evidence coupled with clinical expertise and patient
preferences and values to make practice decisions (relationship-centered
care)
e. Collaborate with team members with suggestions to improve health care
outcomes for patient safety, recovery, and transitions (systems-based care).
f. Value evidence-based approaches to yield best practices for nursing (personal
and professional development).
3) Articulate a unique role as a member of the health care team, committed to evidencebased practice, caring, advocacy, and safe quality care, to provide optimal health care
for diverse patients and their families.
a. Assume responsibility and accountability for the quality of nursing care
provided to patients and their families in a variety of health care settings
(quality).
b. Function to the full scope of safe nursing practice, inclusive of
management/leadership opportunities, as dictated by specific state practical
nursing regulation (safety).
c. Collaborate with other members of the interprofessional team to identify and
access community resources with a focus on patients, families, and
community health resources (team/collaboration).
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d. Function, according to scope of practice requirements, as an ethical licensed
practical/vocational nurse collaborating and communicating successfully with
patients, families, and members of the interprofessional team (relationshipcentered care).
e. Accept responsibility for the LPN/LVN’s collaborative role within a communitybased health care system, consistent with ethical and professional standards
(system-based care).
f. Advocate for the LPN/LVN’s unique role contributing to equal access to safe,
high quality, affordable health care, with a special emphasis on management
of long-term, chronic care for underserved and other vulnerable populations
(personal and professional development).
4) Promote the dignity, integrity, self-determination, and personal growth of diverse
patients, their families, and oneself to provide individualized, culturally appropriate,
relationship-centered nursing care.
a. Engage in holistic practice that respects the dignity, diversity, and selfdetermination of patients and their families, without conditions or limitations
(quality).
b. Identify strategies that create a safe environment while appreciating the
cognitive and physical limits of human performance (safety).
c. Function in a collaborative role to provide care in multiple settings with an
emphasis on community-based chronic care management and palliative/endof-life care (team/collaboration).
d. Provide culturally appropriate, individualized care to patients and their
families, especially those underserved and vulnerable populations
experiencing life changes and transitions of care (relationship-centered care).
e. Deliver quality, safe care recognizing system constraints, while supporting the
patient’s pursuit of human flourishing (systems-based care).
f. Engage in reflective practices to promote one’s journey toward self-fulfillment
(personal and professional development).
5) Use information and patient/client care technology to support and communicate the
provision of patient/client care.
a. Use patient care technologies, information systems/technologies, and
communication devices to support safe nursing practice. (Information
Technology)
b. Use high quality electronic sources of healthcare information. (Information
Technology)
c. Enter computer documentation accurately, completely, and in a timely manner.
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Instructional Methods
Interactive Lecture, Discussion, PowerPoint, Concept Mapping, Critical thinking Exercises,
Internet Resources, Multimedia Resources, Handheld Mobile technology (iPod,
Smartphone, etc.), Student Response System (Clickers), Interactive Simulation, Shadow
Health Digital Clinical Experience
Required Texts
Attendance Policy
Students are expected to attend all scheduled classes in order to meet the learning
outcomes of the course. Any student who has greater than 2 absences in any one
component of a nursing course (Clinical, Lecture, Lab) can receive a failing grade. A
student may provide documentation of extenuating circumstances to the instructor.
Punctuality
All students are expected to be punctual. A lateness of up to 20 minutes may be
permitted one time in lecture and once in clinical and once in lab. Subsequent lateness
may result in a recorded absence and the student may not be permitted to remain for
the learning experience
Course Grading Policies
To successfully complete the course, the grade average must be a grade of “C+” (77)
or better and a “P” (Pass) in clinical. In practical nursing, a final course grade less than
“C+ (77)” is considered unsatisfactory.
•

•

Calculation of Midterm Grade
1) P – Passing in clinical
2) Average of Exam 1 & 2 = Midterm Grade or the grade on the 1st exam if the
2nd exam has not been given at the time midterm grades are due.
Calculation of Final Grade
1) P – Passing in clinical
2) Exams
60% of average of 4 unit exams
Final Exam
40%
100%
Exams
1. Students who want to review their exams must do so within two (2) weeks
after taking the exam or posted grade.
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2. A review of the final exam will be scheduled within 2 weeks of the final for
students who are unsuccessful in the course.
The passing grade is 77 (C+). A Final grade of 76.9 is not a passing grade.
A failing grade (F) in the clinical portion of the course, results in a failure for
the entire course.
Make-up Exams
Only one make-up exam is permitted. All make-up exams are given at the end of the
course. If a student is absent from the final examination, but is otherwise passing the
course, the student will be assigned a grade of INC. (See College Catalog regarding
policy relating to INC grade.) The student has until the last day of the next semester to
take the final exam. Failure to do so will result in a final grade of F for the course.
Assignments
Reading, Media, Electronic resource assignments, homework, etc. are to be completed
prior to class according to the topics that are listed in the course syllabus and other
topics that may be assigned as needed. Failure to hand in written or laboratory
assignments may have a negative effect on your course outcome. A total of 5 points
may be deducted from the final exam grade for failure to submit required
assignments. Late assignments will be accepted at the discretion of the instructor.
Ethical Conduct
All nursing students are expected to conduct themselves in accordance with the Campus
Code of Behavior and be guided by the College Policy on Academic Integrity. Students
found in violation of the behavior codes shall be subject to formal disciplinary procedures
(current college catalogue). It is an expectation that nursing student’s behavior be above

suspicion at all times and in all settings. Adherence to the plagiarism policy and
ethical principles such as honesty and accountability are integral to the practice of
nursing. A nursing student’s behavior should be above suspicion at all times and in all
settings. (See current college catalog).
Social Networking Tools
Please be mindful of netiquette rules and protocols when using Facebook, MySpace,
Twitter, etc. Grades are not to be posted using these tools. Be selective about sharing
personal information through these mediums.
Dress Decorum
Students are required to dress appropriately for class, the clinical setting and other
nursing related activities. In the clinical area students are required to wear the
appropriate uniform attire. Professional casual attire is required at all other times.
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Professional casual attire excludes midriff tops or low cut tops that reveal breast tissue,
sheer see through tops, scrubs of any kind even if there is no direct patient/client
contact, excessively tight clothing or clothing which exposes undergarments, ripped
jeans, spandex pants/leggings unless covered by long tops. Uniforms from the clinical
work settings i.e. certified nurse’s aides, medical lab techs, patient care techs,
paramedics, etc. are not permitted to be worn to class. Students who are dressed
inappropriately may be dismissed from clinical.
Illness in the Clinical Setting
Students who become ill or have a medical emergency while in the clinical setting will be
required to obtain medical attention in the emergency department of the institution where
they are assigned.

Concepts of Family-Centered Care for the Practical Nurse
Week

Weekly Topical Outline

1

The Nurse’s Role in Women’s Health
Common Reproductive Health Concerns for Women
Endometriosis
Uterine Fibroids
Gynecologic Cancers
Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs)

2

Methods of Birth Control
Infertility
Sexual Violence
HIV/AIDS

3

Exam 1
The Pregnant Family
Overview of the Stages of Pregnancy
High-risk Pregnancy
Overview of Fetal Development in The Uterine Environment

4

The Antepartal Phase of Pregnancy
The Antepartal Phase of Pregnancy
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The Post-partal Phase of The Pregnant Family
5

Post-partal Depression
Menopause
Depression & Anxiety in Women
Domestic Violence & Intimate Partner Abuse

6

Exam 2
Breast Health
Gay, Lesbian & Transgender Health
Substance Abuse

7

The Neonate
Physical Assessment of the Normal Newborn
Breast Feeding

Week

Weekly Topical Outline

8

Orientation to Pediatric Nursing
Nursing Implications of Growth and Development
Infancy to Adolescence
The Importance of Play in Pediatrics

9

Health Care Adaptations
Congenital Problems: Cleft Lip & Palate
Hydrocephalus & Spina Bifidas

10

Exam 3
The Pediatric Nurse as A Child Advocate
Child Maltreatment
Failure to Thrive

11

Oxygenation
Nursing Care of The Child with Respiratory Problems

12

Nursing Care of the Child with GI Disturbances
Clinical Assessment of The Infant/Child with Dehydration

13

Exam 4
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Nursing Care of The Pediatric Patient with Cardiac Disorders
14

Promoting Safety & Wellness in The Home Environment
Preventing Accidental Poisoning
What to Do for The Infant or Child Experiencing a Febrile Seizure
Problems with Mobility – The Child with Scoliosis

15

Comprehensive Final Exam
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences
FROM
TO
Departments
Nursing and Allied Health Sciences
Departments

nc

Course

PNR 301 Concepts of Adult Health for the Practical
Nurse I

Course

nc

Credits

8

Credits

7

Hours

4 LEC 2 LAB 6 CLN

Hours

4 LEC 2 LAB 6 CLN

Prerequisite

PNR 101

Prerequisite

nc

Co-requisite

PNR 201

Co-requisite

nc

Description

This course incorporates and builds on the concepts
taught in the previous semester to the holistic care of
diverse adult and older adult patients/clients with a
variety of acute medical/surgical conditions. Course
content learned in theory is applied to acute care of the
adult and older adult in a variety of healthcare settings.
Psychomotor skills are taught in the nursing lab and
expected to be applied to the care of patients/clients in
the clinical setting.

Description

nc

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts

[ ] Yes [ x ] No

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc)
General Education
Component

[ ] Yes [ x] No

Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc)
General Education
Component

____ Not Applicable

____ Not Applicable

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World
Effective Fall 2019

Rationale: The NYSED is also requiring a consistent clock to credit ratio in all the PNR courses listed. The contact ratio for clinical is 3:1 and for
lab and/or simulation 2:1; therefore, all PNR courses with the same clock hours for didactic, clinical, and lab are consistent.
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Bronx Community College
Department of Nursing and Allied Health Science
Licensed Practical Nursing Program

PNR 301 – Concepts of Adult Health for The Practical Nurse I
7 Credits
4 Hours Lecture
6 Hours Clinical
2 Hours Laboratory
Prerequisites: PNR 101
Co-requisites: PNR 201
Professors:
Description: This course incorporates and builds on the concepts taught in the
previous semester to the holistic care of diverse adult patients/clients with a variety of
acute medical/surgical conditions. Course content learned in theory is applied to acute
care of the adult in a variety of healthcare settings. Psychomotor skills are taught in the
nursing lab and expected to be applied to the care of patients/clients in the clinical
setting.
Civility Statement:
An essential component of successful learning is the mutual respect between teachers
and students when interacting, face- to- face or in distance settings.
As your instructor, I am dedicated to creating a professional and respectful atmosphere
in this course, where all students can share experiences and ask questions in a safe and
supportive environment. It is my expectation that we will create and follow similar norms
in the classroom, in clinical settings with agency personnel, with other students and
faculty within our school, and in our interactions outside of this course. Civil, respectful
behavior is equally important in our communications in virtual study halls, in face-to-face
discussions, emails, voice mails, or on social networking sites. By adhering to our
established norms and treating each other with respect and courtesy, we model the role
of a professional nurse.
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Accommodations/Disabilities
Bronx Community College respects and welcomes students of all backgrounds and
abilities. In the event you encounter any barrier(s) to full participation in this course
due to the impact of a disability, please contact the disAbility Services Office as soon as
possible this semester. The disAbility Services specialists will meet with you to discuss
the barriers you are experiencing and explain the eligibility process for establishing
academic accommodations for this course. You can reach the disAbility Services
Office at: disability.services@bcc.cuny.edu, Loew Hall, Room 211, (718) 288-5874.

Student Course Outcome:
Interactions model professional behaviors and civility as evidenced by academic
excellence, caring, citizenship, fairness, respect for others, accountability for one’s
behavior, and trustworthiness which are based on acceptable standards of practice and
ethical principles.
Course Student Learning Outcomes and Competencies
At the completion of this course students will be able to:
1) Make judgments in practice, substantiated with evidence, that integrate nursing
science in the provision of safe, quality care for diverse patients and their families in
collaboration with the health care team.
a. Be accountable for decisions and actions performed in the provision of safe,
quality care to diverse populations in a variety of health care settings
(quality).
b. Provide safe, quality care based on evidence and standards of care that
promote the health of patients within the context of the family and
community (safety).
c. Collaborate with members of the health care team to implement and/or
adjust the plan of care (team/collaboration).
d. Partner with patients and families to identify their preferences based on their
expectations, resources, and cultural traditions when modifying careapproaches (relationship-centered care).
e. Assume the role of team member or team leader based on the situation, care
setting, and system requirements, as determined by management (systemsbased care).
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f. Seek assistance in situations that require knowledge/actions beyond
individual expertise and scope of LPN/LVN practice to provide safe, quality
care (personal and professional development).
2) By collaborating with health care team members, utilize evidence, tradition, and
patient/client preferences in predictable patient/client care situations to promote
optimal health status.
a. Suggest novel approaches to improve care to diverse patients and families
(quality).
b. Question existing and traditional practices to improve safe, quality, cost
effective care as a member of the health care team (safety).
c. Collaboratively seek creative approaches to care delivery
(team/collaboration).
d. Use best current evidence coupled with clinical expertise and patient
preferences and values to make practice decisions (relationship-centered
care)
e. Collaborate with team members with suggestions to improve health care
outcomes for patient safety, recovery, and transitions (systems-based care).
f. Value evidence-based approaches to yield best practices for nursing (personal
and professional development).
3) Articulate a unique role as a member of the health care team, committed to evidencebased practice, caring, advocacy, and safe quality care, to provide optimal health care
for diverse patients and their families.
a. Assume responsibility and accountability for the quality of nursing care
provided to patients and their families in a variety of health care settings
(quality).
b. Function to the full scope of safe nursing practice, inclusive of
management/leadership opportunities, as dictated by specific state practical
nursing regulation (safety).
c. Collaborate with other members of the interprofessional team to identify and
access community resources with a focus on patients, families, and
community health resources (team/collaboration).
d. Function, according to scope of practice requirements, as an ethical licensed
practical/vocational nurse collaborating and communicating successfully with
patients, families, and members of the interprofessional team (relationshipcentered care).
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e. Accept responsibility for the LPN/LVN’s collaborative role within a communitybased health care system, consistent with ethical and professional standards
(system-based care).
f. Advocate for the LPN/LVN’s unique role contributing to equal access to safe,
high quality, affordable health care, with a special emphasis on management
of long-term, chronic care for underserved and other vulnerable populations
(personal and professional development).
4) Promote the dignity, integrity, self-determination, and personal growth of diverse
patients, their families, and oneself to provide individualized, culturally appropriate,
relationship-centered nursing care.
a. Engage in holistic practice that respects the dignity, diversity, and selfdetermination of patients and their families, without conditions or limitations
(quality).
b. Identify strategies that create a safe environment while appreciating the
cognitive and physical limits of human performance (safety).
c. Function in a collaborative role to provide care in multiple settings with an
emphasis on community-based chronic care management and palliative/endof-life care (team/collaboration).
d. Provide culturally appropriate, individualized care to patients and their
families, especially those underserved and vulnerable populations
experiencing life changes and transitions of care (relationship-centered care).
e. Deliver quality, safe care recognizing system constraints, while supporting the
patient’s pursuit of human flourishing (systems-based care).
f. Engage in reflective practices to promote one’s journey toward self-fulfillment
(personal and professional development).
5) Use information and patient/client care technology to support and communicate the
provision of patient/client care.
a. Use patient care technologies, information systems/technologies, and
communication devices to support safe nursing practice. (Information
Technology)
b. Use high quality electronic sources of healthcare information. (Information
Technology)
c. Enter computer documentation accurately, completely, and in a timely manner.
Instructional Methods
Interactive Lecture, Discussion, PowerPoint, Concept Mapping, Critical thinking Exercises,
Internet Resources, Multimedia Resources, Handheld Mobile technology (iPod,
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Smartphone, etc.), Student Response System (Clickers), Interactive Simulation, Shadow
Health Digital Clinical Experience
Required Texts
deWitt, S. C. (2014). Fundamentals of nursing: Concept & skills for nursing, 4th ed.
Elsevier: Saunders
Shadow Health Digital Clinical Experience. Info@shadowhealth.com
Attendance Policy
Students are expected to attend all scheduled classes in order to meet the learning
outcomes of the course. Any student who has greater than 2 absences in any one
component of a nursing course (Clinical, Lecture, Lab) can receive a failing grade. A
student may provide documentation of extenuating circumstances to the instructor.

Punctuality
All students are expected to be punctual. A lateness of up to 20 minutes may be
permitted one time in lecture and once in clinical and once in lab. Subsequent lateness
may result in a recorded absence and the student may not be permitted to remain for
the learning experience.
Course Grading Policies
To successfully complete the course, the grade average must be a grade of “C+” (77)
or better and a “P” (Pass) in clinical. In practical nursing, a final course grade less than
“C+ (77)” is considered unsatisfactory.
•

•

Calculation of Midterm Grade
1) P – Passing in clinical
2) Average of Exam 1 & 2 = Midterm Grade or the grade on the 1st exam if the
2nd exam has not been given at the time midterm grades are due.
Calculation of Final Grade
1) P – Passing in clinical
2) Exams
60% (4 unit exams)
Final Exam
40%
100%
Exams
1. Students who want to review their exams must do so within two (2) weeks
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2. A review of the final exam will be scheduled for students who are
unsuccessful in the course.
The passing grade is 77 (C+). A Final grade of 76.9 is not a passing grade.
A failing grade (F) in the clinical portion of the course, results in a failure for
the entire course.
Make-up Exams
Only one make-up exam is permitted. All make-up exams are given at the end of the
course. If a student is absent from the final examination, but is otherwise passing the
course, the student will be assigned a grade of INC. (See College Catalog regarding
policy relating to INC grade.) The student has until the last day of the following
semester to take the final exam. Failure to do so will result in a final grade of F for the
course.

Assignments
Reading, Media, Electronic resource assignments, homework, etc. are to be completed
prior to class according to the topics that are listed in the course syllabus and other
topics that may be assigned as needed. Failure to hand in written or laboratory
assignments may have a negative effect on your course outcome. A total of 5 points
may be deducted from the final exam grade for failure to submit required
assignments. Late assignments will be accepted at the discretion of the instructor.
Ethical Conduct
All nursing students are expected to conduct themselves in accordance with the Campus
Code of Behavior and be guided by the College Policy on Academic Integrity. Students
found in violation of the behavior codes shall be subject to formal disciplinary procedures
(current college catalogue). It is an expectation that nursing student’s behavior be above

suspicion at all times and in all settings. Adherence to the plagiarism policy and
ethical principles such as honesty and accountability are integral to the practice of
nursing. A nursing student’s behavior should be above suspicion at all times and in all
settings. (See current college catalog).
Social Networking Tools
Please be mindful of netiquette rules and protocols when using Facebook, MySpace,
Twitter, etc. Grades are not to be posted using these tools. Be selective about sharing
personal information through these mediums.
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Dress Decorum
Students are required to dress appropriately for class, the clinical setting and other
nursing related activities. In the clinical area students are required to wear the
appropriate uniform attire. Professional casual attire is required at all other times.
Professional casual attire excludes midriff tops or low cut tops that reveal breast tissue,
sheer see through tops, scrubs of any kind even if there is no direct patient/client
contact, excessively tight clothing or clothing which exposes undergarments, ripped
jeans, spandex pants/leggings unless covered by long tops. Uniforms from the clinical
work settings i.e. certified nurse’s aides, medical lab techs, patient care techs,
paramedics, etc. are not permitted to be worn to class. Students who are dressed
inappropriately may be dismissed from clinical.
Illness in the Clinical Setting
Students who become ill or have a medical emergency while in the clinical setting will be
required to obtain medical attention in the emergency department of the institution where
they are assigned.
Concepts of Adult Health for the Practical Nurse I
Week

Weekly Topical Outline

1

Issues in Medical Surgical Nursing Practice
Critical Thinking & The Nursing Process
The Role & Scope of Practice for the Practical Nurse
Nursing Assessment of Clients in Fluid & Electrolyte Imbalances
Nutritional Support

2

Caring for Clients with Fluids & Electrolyte Imbalances
Diagnostic Tests for Clients with Acid-base Imbalances
Caring for Clients with Acid-base Imbalances
Cultural Influences on Nursing Care

3

Caring for Clients with Infections
Nursing Assessment of Clients in Shock
Caring for Clients in Shock
Medications Used for Treatment of Clients in Shock

4

Exam 1
Nursing Assessment of Clients in Pain
Caring for Clients in Pain
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Medications Used for Treatment of Clients in Pain
Nursing Assessment of the Neurologic System
Diagnostic Tests for Neurologic System Disorders
5

Nursing Assessment of Clients with Central Nervous System Disorders
Diagnostic Tests for Central Nervous System Disorders
Caring for Clients with Central Nervous System Disorders

6

Nursing Assessment of Clients with Cerebrovascular Disorders
Diagnostic Tests for Cerebrovascular Disorders
Caring for Clients with Cerebrovascular Disorders
Medications Used for Treatment of Cerebrovascular Disorders
Nutritional Support

7

Exam 2
Nursing Assessment of the Cardiovascular System
Diagnostic Tests for Cardiac Diseases
Caring for Clients with Hypertension
Medications Used for Treatment of Hypertension
Nutritional Support

8

Caring for Clients with Valvular, Inflammatory, and Infectious
Caring for Clients with Cardiac Dysrhythmias
Medications Used for Treatment of Cardiac Disases

9

Caring for Clients with Occlusive Cardiovascular Disorders
Coronary Artery Disease
Acute Coronary Syndrome
Peripheral Vascular Disease

10

Exam 3
Caring for Clients with Heart Failure
Congestive Heart Failure (Right & Left-sided)
Cardiac Transplant
Pulmonary Edema, Diagnostic Tests for Pulmonary Edema
Medications Used for Treatment of Heart Diseases
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11

Nursing Assessment of Clients with Upper Respiratory System
Disorders
Diagnostic Tests for Upper Respiratory System Disorders
Nursing Care of Clients with Upper Respiratory Tract Disorders
Medications Used for Treatment of Upper Respiratory Diseases

12

Nursing Assessment of Clients with Lower Respiratory System
Disorders
Diagnostic Tests for Lower Respiratory System Disorders
Nursing Care of Clients with Lower Respiratory System Disorders
Medications Used for Treatment of Lower Respiratory Diseases

13

Exam 4
Nursing Assessment of Oncology Clients
Diagnostic Tests
Caring for Clients with Cancer of the Larynx, Thyroid & Lung
Medications Used for Treatment of Oncology Clients
Nutritional Support

14

Nursing Assessment of Clients with Endocrine Disorders
Diagnostic Tests
Caring for Clients with Endocrine Disorders
Medications Used for Treatment of Endocrine Diseases
Nutritional Support

15

Final Exam
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences
FROM
TO
Departments
Nursing and Allied Health Sciences
Departments

nc

Course

PNR 401 Concepts of Adult Health for the Practical
Nurse II

Course

nc

Credits

8

Credits

7

Hours

4 LEC 2 LAB 6 CLN

Hours

4 LEC 2 LAB 6 CLN

Prerequisite

PNR 201, PNR 301

Prerequisite

nc

Co-requisite

PNR 501

Co-requisite

nc

Description

This course provides further application of nursing
concepts taught in the previous semester to the holistic
care of diverse adult and older adult patients/clients with
a variety of acute medical/surgical conditions. Course
content learned in theory related to the care of
patients/clients in the long-term care environment as
well as to patients/clients with mental health issues is
included. Psychomotor skills taught are expected to be
applied to the care of patients/clients in a variety of
clinical settings.

Description

nc

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts

[ ] Yes [ x ] No

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc)
General Education
Component

[ ] Yes [ x] No

Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc)
General Education
Component

__X__ Not Applicable

__X__ Not Applicable

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World
Effective Fall 2019

Rationale: The NYSED is also requiring a consistent clock to credit ratio in all the PNR courses listed. The contact ratio for clinical is 3:1 and for
lab and/or simulation 2:1; therefore, all PNR courses with the same clock hours for didactic, clinical, and lab are consistent.
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Bronx Community College
Department of Nursing and Allied Health Science
Licensed Practical Nursing Program

PNR 401 – Concepts of Adult Health for The Practical Nurse II
7 Credits
4 Hours Lecture
6 Hours Clinical
2 Hours Laboratory
Prerequisites: PNR 301
Co-requisites: PNR 501
Professors:
Description: This course provides further application of nursing concepts taught in the
previous semester to the holistic care of diverse adult patients/clients with a variety of
acute medical/surgical conditions. Course content learned in theory related to the care of
patients/clients in the long-term care environment as well as to patients/clients with
mental health issues is included. Psychomotor skills taught are expected to be applied to
the care of patients/clients in a variety of clinical settings.
Civility Statement:
An essential component of successful learning is the mutual respect between teachers and
students when interacting, face- to- face or in distance settings.
As your instructor, I am dedicated to creating a professional and respectful atmosphere in
this course, where all students can share experiences and ask questions in a safe and
supportive environment. It is my expectation that we will create and follow similar norms
in the classroom, in clinical settings with agency personnel, with other students and faculty
within our school, and in our interactions outside of this course. Civil, respectful behavior is
equally important in our communications in virtual study halls, in face-to-face discussions,
emails, voice mails, or on social networking sites. By adhering to our established norms and
treating each other with respect and courtesy, we model the role of a professional nurse.
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Accommodations/Disabilities
Bronx Community College respects and welcomes students of all backgrounds and
abilities. In the event you encounter any barrier(s) to full participation in this course due
to the impact of a disability, please contact the disAbility Services Office as soon as
possible this semester. The disAbility Services specialists will meet with you to discuss
the barriers you are experiencing and explain the eligibility process for establishing
academic accommodations for this course. You can reach the disAbility Services Office at:
disability.services@bcc.cuny.edu, Loew Hall, Room 211, (718) 288-5874.

Student Course Outcome:
Interactions model professional behaviors and civility as evidenced by academic excellence,
caring, citizenship, fairness, respect for others, accountability for one’s behavior, and
trustworthiness which are based on acceptable standards of practice and ethical principles.
Course Student Learning Outcomes and Competencies
At the completion of this course students will be able to:
1) Make judgments in practice, substantiated with evidence, that integrate nursing science
in the provision of safe, quality care for diverse patients and their families in collaboration
with the health care team.
a. Be accountable for decisions and actions performed in the provision of safe,
quality care to diverse populations in a variety of health care settings (quality).
b. Provide safe, quality care based on evidence and standards of care that promote
the health of patients within the context of the family and community (safety).
c. Collaborate with members of the health care team to implement and/or adjust
the plan of care (team/collaboration).
d. Partner with patients and families to identify their preferences based on their
expectations, resources, and cultural traditions when modifying care-approaches
(relationship-centered care).
e. Assume the role of team member or team leader based on the situation, care
setting, and system requirements, as determined by management (systemsbased care).
f. Seek assistance in situations that require knowledge/actions beyond individual
expertise and scope of LPN/LVN practice to provide safe, quality care (personal
and professional development).
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2) By collaborating with health care team members, utilize evidence, tradition, and
patient/client preferences in predictable patient/client care situations to promote optimal
health status.
a. Suggest novel approaches to improve care to diverse patients and families
(quality).
b. Question existing and traditional practices to improve safe, quality, cost effective
care as a member of the health care team (safety).
c. Collaboratively seek creative approaches to care delivery (team/collaboration).
d. Use best current evidence coupled with clinical expertise and patient
preferences and values to make practice decisions (relationship-centered care)
e. Collaborate with team members with suggestions to improve health care
outcomes for patient safety, recovery, and transitions (systems-based care).
f. Value evidence-based approaches to yield best practices for nursing (personal
and professional development).
3) Articulate a unique role as a member of the health care team, committed to evidencebased practice, caring, advocacy, and safe quality care, to provide optimal health care
for diverse patients and their families.
a. Assume responsibility and accountability for the quality of nursing care provided
to patients and their families in a variety of health care settings (quality).
b. Function to the full scope of safe nursing practice, inclusive of
management/leadership opportunities, as dictated by specific state practical
nursing regulation (safety).
c. Collaborate with other members of the interprofessional team to identify and
access community resources with a focus on patients, families, and community
health resources (team/collaboration).
d. Function, according to scope of practice requirements, as an ethical licensed
practical/vocational nurse collaborating and communicating successfully with
patients, families, and members of the interprofessional team (relationshipcentered care).
e. Accept responsibility for the LPN/LVN’s collaborative role within a communitybased health care system, consistent with ethical and professional standards
(system-based care).
f. Advocate for the LPN/LVN’s unique role contributing to equal access to safe,
high quality, affordable health care, with a special emphasis on management of
long-term, chronic care for underserved and other vulnerable populations
(personal and professional development).
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4) Promote the dignity, integrity, self-determination, and personal growth of diverse
patients, their families, and oneself to provide individualized, culturally appropriate,
relationship-centered nursing care.
a. Engage in holistic practice that respects the dignity, diversity, and selfdetermination of patients and their families, without conditions or limitations
(quality).
b. Identify strategies that create a safe environment while appreciating the
cognitive and physical limits of human performance (safety).
c. Function in a collaborative role to provide care in multiple settings with an
emphasis on community-based chronic care management and palliative/end-oflife care (team/collaboration).
d. Provide culturally appropriate, individualized care to patients and their families,
especially those underserved and vulnerable populations experiencing life
changes and transitions of care (relationship-centered care).
e. Deliver quality, safe care recognizing system constraints, while supporting the
patient’s pursuit of human flourishing (systems-based care).
f. Engage in reflective practices to promote one’s journey toward self-fulfillment
(personal and professional development).
5) Use information and patient/client care technology to support and communicate the
provision of patient/client care.
a. Use patient care technologies, information systems/technologies, and
communication devices to support safe nursing practice. (Information
Technology)
b. Use high quality electronic sources of healthcare information. (Information
Technology)
c. Enter computer documentation accurately, completely, and in a timely manner.
Instructional Methods
Interactive Lecture, Discussion, PowerPoint, Concept Mapping, Critical thinking Exercises,
Internet Resources, Multimedia Resources, Handheld Mobile technology (iPod, Smartphone,
etc.), Student Response System (Clickers), Interactive Simulation, Shadow Health Digital
Clinical Experience
Required Texts
deWitt, S. C. (2014). Fundamentals of nursing: Concept & skills for nursing, 4th ed.
Elsevier: Saunders
Shadow Health Digital Clinical Experience. Info@shadowhealth.com
Attendance Policy
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Students are expected to attend all scheduled classes in order to meet the learning
outcomes of the course. Any student who has greater than 2 absences in any one
component of a nursing course (Clinical, Lecture, Lab) can receive a failing grade. A student
may provide documentation of extenuating circumstances to the instructor.
Punctuality
All students are expected to be punctual. A lateness of up to 20 minutes may be permitted
one time in lecture and once in clinical and once in lab. Subsequent lateness may result in
a recorded absence and the student may not be permitted to remain for the learning
experience.
Course Grading Policies
To successfully complete the course, the grade average must be a grade of “C+” (77) or
better and a “P” (Pass) in clinical. In practical nursing, a final course grade less than “C+
(77)” is considered unsatisfactory.
•

Calculation of Midterm Grade
1) P – Passing in clinical
2) Average of Exam 1 & 2 = Midterm Grade or the grade on the 1st exam if the 2nd
exam has not been given at the time midterm grades are due.
Calculation of Final Grade
1) P – Passing in clinical
2) Exams
60% of average of 4 unit exams
Final Exam
40%
100%

•

Exams
1. Students who want to review their exams must do so within two (2) weeks
2. A review of the final exam will be scheduled for students who are unsuccessful
in the course.
The passing grade is 77 (C+). A Final grade of 76.9 is not a passing grade.
A failing grade (F) in the clinical portion of the course, results in a failure for the
entire course.

Make-up Exams
Only one make-up exam is permitted. All make-up exams are given at the end of the
course. If a student is absent from the final examination, but is otherwise passing the
course, the student will be assigned a grade of INC. (See College Catalog regarding policy
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relating to INC grade.) The student has until the last day of the following semester to take
the final exam. Failure to do so will result in a final grade of F for the course.
Assignments
Reading, Media, Electronic resource assignments, homework, etc. are to be completed
prior to class according to the topics that are listed in the course syllabus and other topics
that may be assigned as needed. Failure to hand in written or laboratory assignments may
have a negative effect on your course outcome. A total of 5 points may be deducted from
the final exam grade for failure to submit required assignments. Late assignments will
be accepted at the discretion of the instructor.
Ethical Conduct
All nursing students are expected to conduct themselves in accordance with the Campus
Code of Behavior and be guided by the College Policy on Academic Integrity. Students found
in violation of the behavior codes shall be subject to formal disciplinary procedures (current
college catalogue). It is an expectation that nursing student’s behavior be above suspicion

at all times and in all settings. Adherence to the plagiarism policy and ethical
principles such as honesty and accountability are integral to the practice of nursing. A
nursing student’s behavior should be above suspicion at all times and in all settings. (See
current college catalog).
Social Networking Tools
Please be mindful of netiquette rules and protocols when using Facebook, MySpace, Twitter,
etc. Grades are not to be posted using these tools. Be selective about sharing personal
information through these mediums.
Dress Decorum
Students are required to dress appropriately for class, the clinical setting and other nursing
related activities. In the clinical area students are required to wear the appropriate uniform
attire. Professional casual attire is required at all other times. Professional casual attire
excludes midriff tops or low cut tops that reveal breast tissue, sheer see through tops,
scrubs of any kind even if there is no direct patient/client contact, excessively tight clothing
or clothing which exposes undergarments, ripped jeans, spandex pants/leggings unless
covered by long tops. Uniforms from the clinical work settings i.e. certified nurse’s aides,
medical lab techs, patient care techs, paramedics, etc. are not permitted to be worn to class.
Students who are dressed inappropriately may be dismissed from clinical.
Illness in the Clinical Setting
Students who become ill or have a medical emergency while in the clinical setting will be
required to obtain medical attention in the emergency department of the institution where
they are assigned.
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Concepts of Adult Health for the Practical Nurse II
Week

Weekly Topical Outline

1

Introduction to Mental Health & Mental Illness
Legal & Ethical Issues in Psychiatric Nursing
Pyschopharmacology Used in the Treatment of Psychiatric Disorders
Caring for Clients with Stress & Adaptation

2

Therapeutic Communication – Ego Defense Mechanisms
The Therapeutic Community – Milieu Therapy
Caring for Clients with Anxiety and Obsessive Disorders

3

Exam 1
Caring for Clients with Alterations in Mood & Affect
Depressive Disorders
Bipolar Disorders
Self-Destructive Behavior (Suicide)
Crisis Intervention

4

Caring for Clients with Alterations in Thought & Perception
Schizophrenia and Other Psychotic Disorders
Caring for Clients with Substance Abuse Disorders
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5

Exam 2
Mental Health Promotion Across the Lifespan
Children, Adolescents, Young, Middle & Older Adults
Caring for Clients with Eating Disorders

6

Nursing Assessment & Care of The Adult & Geriatric Surgical Client
Special Diets
Perioperative Phase
Preoperative Phase
Intraoperative Phase
Postoperative Phase

7

Exam 3
Nursing Assessment & Care for Adult & Geriatric Oncology Clients
Diagnostic Tests & Procedures (Pre-care & Post-care)
Medication Therapy Used in Oncology
Lung Cancer
Breast Cancer
Prostate Cancer

8

Nursing Assessment & Care for Adult & Geriatric Clients with Renal &
Urinary Tract Disorders
Diagnostic Tests & Procedures (Pre-care & Post-care)
Medication Therapy
Urinary Tract Infections & Obstructions
Kidney Trauma

9

Acute & Chronic Kidney Disease
Kidney & Bladder Cancer – Urinary Diversions
Acute & Chronic Kidney Injury
Dialysis – hemodialysis & peritoneal dialysis
Nutritional Support – Renal Diets

10

Exam 4
Nursing Assessment & Care of Adult & Geriatric Clients with
Gastrointestinal (GI) Disorders
Diagnostic Tests & Procedures (Pre-care & Post-care)
Nutritional Support – Total Parenteral Nutrition (TPN)
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Gastritis– Acute & Chronic
Chron’s Disease
Peptic Ulcer Disease (PUD)
Medications Used for Treatment of GI Disorders
Colon Cancer
11

Nursing Assessment & Care of Adult & Geriatric Clients with Immune
System Disorders
Diagnostic Tests for Immune System Disorders (Pre-care & Post-care)
Nursing Assessment & Care of Clients with HIV and AIDS
Medications Used for Treatment of Immune System Disorders
Nutritional Support

12

Nursing Assessment & Care of Adult & Geriatric Clients with Male
Reproductive System Disorders
Diagnostic Tests & Procedures (Pre-care & Post-care)
Medications Used for Treatment of Male Reproductive System Disorder
Nursing Assessment & Care of Adult & Geriatric Clients with skin
Disorders
Diagnostic Tests & Procedures (Pre-care & Post-care)
Exam 5
Nursing Assessment & Care of Adult & Geriatric Clients with Burns
Medications Used for Treatment of Burns
Nutritional Support
Emergent Conditions Bioterrorism & Disaster Nursing

13

14

Nursing Assessment & Care of Adult & Geriatric Clients with
Musculoskeletal Disorders
Diagnostic Tests & Procedures (Pre-care & Post-care)
Nursing Assessment & Care of Adult & Geriatric Clients with Hematologic
Disorders
Medications Used for Treatment of Musculoskeletal & Hematologic
Disorders for Adult & Geriatric Clients

15

Final Exam
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Section AIV: New Courses
AIV.1
Department(s)
Career
Academic Level
Subject Area
Course Number
Course Title
Catalogue Description

Modern Languages
[ x ] Undergraduate [ ] Graduate
[ x ] Regular [ ] Compensatory [ ] Developmental [ ] Remedial
Japanese
JPN 112
Elementary Japanese II
This course is a continuation of JPN 111 (Elementary Japanese I) and aims to further develop listening, speaking,
reading, and writing skills in modern Japanese. Students will strengthen their oral communication skills in Japanese
by practicing pronunciation and syllable stress. Students will also work with elements of the Japanese writing system
(Hiragana, Katakana and Kanji characters) necessary for reading and writing simple sentences and short paragraphs.
The course will also introduce complex sentence structures and increase fundamental vocabulary. Students will
continue to learn about Japanese customs, traditions, and culture.

Pre/ Co Requisites
Credits
Contact Hours
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.

JPN 111 or placement
3
3 rec, 1 conf/rec
[ x ] Yes [ ] No

Writing Intensive, WAC,
etc)

General Education
Component

____ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

___ Flexible
X World Cultures
____ US Experience in its Diversity
____ Creative Expression
____Individual and Society
____Scientific World
Rationale: Recent department surveys have revealed an increased demand and interest in Japanese study among our students. The growing
popularity of Anime, Manga, food and other Japanese cultural products may be reasons for this demand. Moreover, given that Japan has the
world’s third largest economy, the study of Japanese language and culture is also well-suited for students who wish to pursue careers in business.
Finally, the department’s current courses predominantly reflect the Western European traditions, and expanding our course offerings to include a
second level of elementary Japanese will make our curricula more inclusive, globalized, and reflective of the diversity within our city.
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CUNY Common Core
Course Submission Form
Instructions: All courses submitted for the Common Core must be liberal arts courses. Courses may be submitted for only one area of
the Common Core. All courses must be 3 credits/3 contact hours unless the college is seeking a waiver for another type of Math or
Science course that meets major requirements. Colleges may submit courses to the Course Review Committee at any time. Courses
must also receive local campus governance approval for inclusion in the Common Core.
College
Course Prefix and
Number (e.g., ANTH 101,
if number not
assigned, enter
XXX)
Course Title
Department(s)
Discipline
Credits
Contact Hours
Pre-requisites (if
none, enter N/A)
Co-requisites (if
none, enter N/A)
Catalogue
Description

Bronx Community College
JPN 112

Elementary Japanese II
Modern Languages
Japanese
3
3 (plus one conference hour)
JPN 111 or placement

This course is a continuation of JPN 111 (Elementary Japanese I) and aims to further develop listening,
speaking, reading, and writing skills in modern Japanese. Students will strengthen their oral communication
skills in Japanese by practicing pronunciation and syllable stress. Students will also work with elements of
the Japanese writing system (Hiragana, Katakana and Kanji characters) necessary for reading and writing
simple sentences and short paragraphs. The course will also introduce complex sentence structures and
increase fundamental vocabulary. Students will continue to learn about Japanese customs, traditions, and
culture.

Special Features
(e.g., linked
courses)
Sample Syllabus

Attached
Indicate the status of this course being nominated:
current course

revision of current course

a new course being proposed

CUNY COMMON CORE Location
Please check below the area of the Common Core for which the course is being submitted. (Select only one.)
Required
Flexible
English Composition
World Cultures and Global Issues
Individual and Society
Mathematical and Quantitative
US Experience in its Diversity
Scientific World
Reasoning
Creative Expression
Life and Physical Sciences
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II. Flexible Core (18 credits)
Six three-credit liberal arts and sciences courses, with at least one course from each of the following five areas and no more than two
courses in any discipline or interdisciplinary field.
A. World Cultures and Global Issues
A Flexible Core course must meet the three learning outcomes in the right column.
Students will gather information about Japanese culture from
a variety of relevant print and electronic sources to assess
different modes of organizing reality through another
language system. Sources of information include auditory,
visual, and audiovisual materials in both Japanese and
English, such as news reports, literature, articles, radio and
television broadcasts, and Internet blogs. Lexical and
structural comparisons between Japanese and English will
provide a platform for rational inquiry on languages and their
cultural underpinnings.

• Gather, interpret, and assess information from a variety of sources

and points of view.

By focusing on contemporary culture, conventional linguistic
structures, and lexical items, students will identify, assess,
and appropriately communicate salient features of Japanese
language and culture, including: greetings, nationalities,
quantities, the Japanese educational system and college life,
kinship and social relationships, physical descriptions,
expressing likes and dislikes, making comparisons, linguistic
variations and personal identity, dwellings and notions of
home, social rituals and traditions, notions of time,
commercial practices (e.g. talking about prices), etc.
Students will use critical reasoning skills to identify and
analyze structural, semantic and cultural evidence in oral and
written texts as they develop their ability to communicate in
Japanese. With English as a foil, this critical evaluation
clarifies how elements of Japanese fit specific linguistic and
cultural situations. The iterative practice of evaluative and
critical acts leads students to reflect on cultural stereotypes
and to avoid the erroneous one-to-one correspondences
between languages and cultures.
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Students will demonstrate, both orally and in writing,
appropriate understanding of the cultural, semantic,
and structural elements studied and discussed in
class. An oral presentation will be among the genres
students employ to develop and express their newly
acquired linguistic and cultural insights. In addition,
on a meta-linguistic level, students are expected to
explain their cultural and linguistic choices in specific
communicative situations, based on evidence in the
Japanese linguistic and cultural systems. Thus, wellreasoned arguments are an integral aspect of
elementary Japanese language study.

• Produce well-reasoned written or oral arguments using evidence to

support conclusions.

A course in this area (II.A) must meet at least three of the additional learning outcomes in the right column. A student will:
Students will explore the concept of language itself as a subject • Identify and apply the fundamental concepts and methods of a
of rational inquiry, some for the first time in their lives, in a way
discipline or interdisciplinary field exploring world cultures or global
that is rarely achieved by study of one’s native language alone.
issues, including, but not limited to, anthropology,
The information that students gather and analyze about English
communications, cultural studies, economics, ethnic studies,
and Japanese will concern those phonological systems and
foreign languages (building upon previous language acquisition),
structural and semantic distinctions in the Japanese language
geography, history, political science, sociology, and world
that often follow principles not found in English. The
literature.
phonological, structural, semantic, and cultural concepts learned
through contrastive analysis will be applied through oral and
written pieces of students’ own creation in Japanese.

Students will analyze, compare and contrast several practices of • Analyze culture, globalization, or global cultural diversity, and
describe an event or process from more than one point of view.
Japanese society to those of the United States and other
cultures that they may know first-hand. Readings, video clips,
interviews and other resources from within (and sometimes from
outside) Japanese cultures illustrate issues of diversity and
prompt students to investigate cultural representations from
multiple points of view. Students will demonstrate an
understanding of these multiple perspectives through a variety of
oral and written assignments.
• Analyze the historical development of one or more non-U.S.

societies.
• Analyze the significance of one or more major movements that

have shaped the world's societies.
• Analyze and discuss the role that race, ethnicity, class, gender,
language, sexual orientation, belief, or other forms of social
differentiation play in world cultures or societies.
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• Speak, read, and write a language other than English, and use that
Students will understand, speak, read, and write appropriate
language to respond to cultures other than one's own.
level discourse in Japanese on a range of salient cultural
topics. Students will demonstrate their ability to respond in
Japanese to certain real-life scenarios through interactive
activities and oral presentations. They will also show their
ability to respond to informational and literary texts through
various written assignments, such as descriptions.
Furthermore, students will explore and respond to other cultural
representations.
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Bronx Community College
Department of Modern Languages
Proposal for New Course: Elementary Japanese II
3 credits, 3+ 1 hours
Pre-requisite: JPN 111 or placement
Syllabus
Instructor:
Class times:
Room:
Instructor Contact Information:
Office hours:
Course Description
This course is a continuation of JPN 111 (Elementary Japanese I) and aims to further develop
listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills in modern Japanese. Students will strengthen
their oral communication skills in Japanese by practicing pronunciation and syllable stress.
Students will also work with elements of the Japanese writing system (Hiragana, Katakana and
Kanji characters) necessary for reading and writing simple sentences and short paragraphs. The
course will also introduce complex sentence structures and increase fundamental vocabulary.
Students will continue to learn about Japanese customs, traditions, and culture.
Required Textbooks
Banno, E., Ikeda, Y., Ohno, Y., Shinagawa, C., & Tokashiki, K. (2010). Genki 1: An Integrated
Course in Elementary Japanese (2nd). Tokyo, Japan: The Japan Times.
ISBN: 9784789014403
Banno, E., Ohno, Y., Sakane, Y., Shinagawa, C., & Takashiki, K. (2011). Genki 1: An
Integrated Course in Elementary Japanese - Workbook (2nd). Tokyo, Japan: The Japan Times.
ISBN: 9784789014410
Student Learning Outcomes
By the end of the semester, students will be able to:
● Gather information about Japanese culture from a variety of print and electronic sources
to capture different modes of organizing reality through another language system.
Sources of information include auditory, visual, and audiovisual materials in both
Japanese and English, such as news reports, literature, articles, radio and television
broadcasts, and Internet blogs.
● Use critical reasoning skills to identify and analyze linguistic and cultural evidence in
oral and written texts. Taking English as a point of reference and comparison, this
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●
●

●

●

critical evaluation will help students reflect on cultural stereotypes and avoid one-to-one
correspondences between languages and cultures.
Demonstrate, both orally and in writing, appropriate understanding of the cultural and
linguistic elements studied and discussed in class.
Explore the concept of language itself as a subject of rational inquiry. Students will
study those aspects of the Japanese language that often follow principles not found in
English. The concepts learned by comparing the two languages will be applied through
oral and written texts of students’ own creation in Japanese.
Analyze, compare and contrast several practices of Japanese society to those of the
United States and other cultures that they may know first-hand. Readings, video clips,
interviews and other resources from Japanese cultures will illustrate issues of diversity
and prompt students to investigate cultural representations from multiple points of view.
Students will demonstrate an understanding of these multiple perspectives through oral
and written assignments.
Understand, speak, read, and write appropriate level discourse in Japanese on a range of
cultural topics. Students will demonstrate their ability to respond in Japanese to certain
real-life scenarios through interactive activities and oral presentations. They will also
respond to informational and literary texts through various written assignments.

Course Requirements
Grading
•
•
•
•
•
•

Final exam (including oral interview) 20%
Oral Presentation 10%
Mid-term 20%
Quizzes 25%
Homework 15%
Participation 10%

Classroom Policies
The following policies are to ensure an optimal learning experience for all students:
•
•
•

Arrive on time.
Prepare for each class meeting by completing all writing/reading assignments
beforehand.
Please turn off all cell phones. The use of cell phones in class is prohibited.
There is absolutely no texting allowed in class.
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Attendance and Participation Policy
Learning a new language is a complex task and requires both regular attendance and active
participation. Excessive lateness will result in a lower participation grade and can constitute an
absence. Chronic lateness is very disruptive to the class. It also adds up to significant missed
learning time for you. Arriving late (more than five minutes) three times will count as an
absence. Leaving early three times will also count as an absence.
Students must complete all class work and meet all assignment deadlines before coming to class.
It is crucial that you learn the vocabulary and grammar points at home so that the limited class
time can be spent on practicing and reinforcing the language, rather than mere lecturing. The
class is a combination of lectures, presentations, and discussions. The instructor models and
facilitates the process. Students are expected to complete all readings and assigned projects and
fully participate in all activities and discussions. In order to participate you must be present.
Attendance will be taken every day. Students who are absent from a class session should check
with the instructor for what they missed.
Since the class meets only twice a week, absences affect grades significantly. Missing four 50minute class hours will not affect your grade. After four absences, each missing hour of
instruction (each 50-minute period) will lower your final course grade by half a letter grade (e.g.,
with five missed hours of class, your final course grade would drop from an A to an A-; with six
missed hours the grade would drop from an A- to a B+, and so on.).
Class participation includes your contribution, in Japanese, during lectures and in small group
activities. Leaving the class when small group activities are assigned will result in you being
marked LATE that day (the result is the same – you are missing part of the class). Participation
grades are based on two factors: (1) Evidence that the student has prepared for class AND (2)
active participation in class activities and discussions. Participation must be in the foreign
language and will be evaluated according to the following criteria:
A= Excellent participation, always well prepared, virtually no English spoken
B= Good participation, almost always prepared, very little English spoken
C= Fair participation, generally prepared, some English spoken
D= Irregular participation, infrequently prepared, English spoken frequently
F= Little to no participation, infrequently prepared, English spoken consistently.
Class will be conducted in Japanese and students are expected to speak in Japanese.
Conversations during office hours and e-mails sent to the instructor regarding administrative
matters and grammar questions can be in English.
Note: many professors prefer to communicate via email. Emails should always be
professional, and written using correct grammar/spelling.
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Homework
The weekly homework will be posted on Blackboard. No late submission of homework is
permitted.
Oral Presentations
Each student will deliver a brief oral presentation at the end of the semester. After consulting
with the instructor, students will choose a topic based on assigned readings, homework, or
themes related to the course. A class discussion may follow each presentation.

Weekly Schedule
Topic
Week 1

Week 1
Review of Ch.1-Ch.5

Week 2

Ch.6 New vocabulary
Ch.6 Using the particles と and に

Week 3

Ch.6 Commenting about the past, using polite past adjectives and the copula verb
です
Ch.6 Connecting verb and adjective phrases and sentences using the て-forms of
verbs; making requests using the て-form
Ch.6 Connecting phrases, using the て-forms of verbs and adjective
Quiz 1

Week 4

Ch.6 Extending an invitation using ませんか
Ch.6 そうごうれんしゅう (comprehension exercises)
Ch.4 かくれんしゅう (writing practice / kanji 大, 学, 校, 先, 生)
Quiz 2

Week 5

Ch.5 かくれんしゅう (writing practice / kanji 山, 川, 田, 人, 上, 中, 下, 小, 日,
本)
Ch.6 かくれんしゅう (writing practice / kanji 今, 私, 月, 火, 水, 木, 金, 土, 曜,
何, 週, 末, 休)
Ch.7 New vocabulary
Quiz 3

Week 6

Ch.7 Expressing likes or dislikes using 好き or きらい and the particle や
Ch.7 Forming noun phrases using の and plain present affirmative verbs
(dictionary form)
Ch.7 Making contrasts using the particle は and expressing 'but' using が
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Quiz 4
Week 7

Ch.7 Making comparisons using 一番 and ～ (の)方が～より and ～も～も
and expressing a lack of preference
Ch.7 Giving reasons using the plain form + ので
Ch.7 そうごうれんしゅう (comprehension exercises)
Ch.7 かくれんしゅう (writing practice / kanji 時, 間, 分, 半, 毎, 年, 好, 語, 高,
番, 方, 新, 古, 安, 友)
Ch.8 New vocabulary
Midterm

Week 8

Ch.8 Requesting and giving explanations or additional information, and creating
harmony and shared atmosphere using ～んです
Ch.8 Expressing desire using ほしい/ほしがっている and ～たい/たがってい
る
Quiz 5

Week 9

Ch.8 Expressing quantities with numbers and the counters まい、本、ひき and
さつ
Ch.8 Describing quantities using Japanese-origin numbers
Ch.8 Talking about prices using 円; indicating floor level with かい
Quiz 6

Week 10

Ch.8 そうごうれんしゅう (comprehension exercises)
Ch.8 かくれんしゅう
(writing practice / kanji 一, 二, 三, 四, 五, 六, 七, 八, 九, 十, 百, 千, 万, 円, 店)
Ch.9 New vocabulary
Ch.9 Indicating choices using ～にします; making requests using ～をおねが
いします
Quiz 7

Week 11

Ch.9 Eliciting and making proposals using ～ましょうか and ～ましょう
Ch.9 Using the question word + か + (article) + affirmative and question word +
(particle) + も + negative
Ch.9 Giving reasons using から; expressing opposition or hesitation using けど
Quiz 8

Week 12

Ch.9 Making inferences based on direct observation using verb and adjective
stems + そうだ
Ch.9 そうごうれんしゅう (Comprehension exercises)
Ch.9 かくれんしゅう (writing practice / kanji 行, 来, 帰, 食, 飲, 見, 聞, 読, 書,
話, 出, 会, 買, 起, 寝, 作, 入)
Ch.10 New vocabulary
Ch.10 Stating the order within a family using 番目
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Ch.10 Describing a resultant state, using verb て-form + いる
Quiz 9
Week 13

Ch.10 Describing physical appearance and skills using ～は～が
Ch.10 Describing people and things using nouns and modifying clauses
Ch.10 かくれんしゅう (writing practice / kanji 男, 女, 目, 口, 耳, 足, 手, 父, 母
, 姉, 兄, 妹, 弟, 族, 両, 親, 子)家

Week 14

Individual Presentations
Review for Final Exam

Week 15

FINAL EXAM
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AIII.1 The following revisions are proposed.
Program: Medical Laboratory Technician A.A.S.
Program Code: 00387
Hegis Code: 51.1004
Effective: Fall 2019
Proposed: Replace BIO 28 – Microbiology and Infection Control with MLT 88 – Introduction to Clinical Microbiology as a program
requirement. Change BIO 44 to MLT 89 to place the microbiology courses in a rational sequence. Also change prefixes in order to
improve advisement.
From

To

Required Core
A. English Composition
ENG 110 Fundamentals of Composition and Rhetoric OR
ENG 111 Composition and Rhetoric I 3
B. Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning
MTH 23 Probability and Statistics 3
C. Life and Physical Sciences
BIO 11 General Biology I 4
Flexible Core
A. World Cultures and Global Issues
HIS 10 History of the Modern World OR
HIS 11 Introduction to the Modern World 3
D. Individual and Society
COMM 11 Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication 3
E. Scientific World
BIO 12 General Biology II 4
Additional Flexible Core requirement – Area E
CHM 17 Fundamentals of General Chemistry I 4
Subtotal 24

Required Core
A. English Composition
ENG 110 Fundamentals of Composition and Rhetoric OR
ENG 111 Composition and Rhetoric I 3
B. Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning
MTH 23 Probability and Statistics 3
C. Life and Physical Sciences
BIO 11 General Biology I 4
Flexible Core
A. World Cultures and Global Issues
HIS 10 History of the Modern World OR
HIS 11 Introduction to the Modern World 3
D. Individual and Society
COMM 11 Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication 3
E. Scientific World
BIO 12 General Biology II 4
Additional Flexible Core requirement – Area E
CHM 17 Fundamentals of General Chemistry I 4
Subtotal 24
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Major Requirements
ART 10 Art Survey OR
MUS 10 Music Survey 1
BIO 22 Medical Terminology 2
CHM 18 Fundamentals of General Chemistry II 4
MTH 13 Trigonometry and College Algebra 3
PSY 11 Introduction to Psychology OR
SOC 11 Introduction to Sociology 3

Major Requirements
ART 10 Art Survey OR
MUS 10 Music Survey 1
BIO 22 Medical Terminology 2
CHM 18 Fundamentals of General Chemistry II 4
MTH 13 Trigonometry and College Algebra 3
PSY 11 Introduction to Psychology OR
SOC 11 Introduction to Sociology 3

BIO 28 Microbiology and Infection Control 4
BIO 44 Diagnostic Microbiology 4
BIO 81 Introduction to Medical Laboratory Technology 2
BIO 82 Clinical Hematology and Coagulation 4
BIO 83 Clinical Chemistry 4
BIO 85 Immunology / Serology 2
BIO 86 Immunohematology 3
BIO 87 Urinalysis and Body Fluids 2
BIO 90 Clinical Internship 4

MLT 88 Introduction to Clinical Microbiology 4
MLT 89 Diagnostic Microbiology 4
MLT 81 Introduction to Medical Laboratory Technology 2
MLT 82 Clinical Hematology and Coagulation 4
MLT 83 Clinical Chemistry 4
MLT 85 Immunology / Serology 2
MLT 86 Immunohematology 3
MLT 87 Urinalysis and Body Fluids 2
MLT 90 Clinical Internship 4

Subtotal 42

Subtotal 42

Total 66

Total 66

Rationale: Currently, both MLT and Allied Health (primarily Nursing) students take BIO 28, which is oriented toward the health field.
We have found that MLT students who complete BIO 28 are ill-equipped to continue into MLT 89 (Formerly BIO 44): Diagnostic
Microbiology. Changing the requirement to MLT 88, which will only be available to MLT students, will allow us to focus the
curriculum on the skills and concepts that MLT students require. Program-specific courses are also being changed to “MLT” in order
to clearly designate program-specific courses and improve advisement.
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Biological Sciences
FROM
Departments
Biological Sciences

TO
Departments

NC

Course

BIO 44 – Diagnostic Microbiology

Course

MLT 89 – Diagnostic Microbiology

Credits

4

Credits

NC

Hours

6

Hours

NC

Prerequisite

BIO 28 or 43 and departmental approval

Prerequisite

MLT 88 and departmental approval

Co-requisite

None

Co-requisite

NC

Description

Advanced study of microorganisms with emphasis on
diagnostic techniques for identifying pathogens.
Included are morphological, cultural, biochemical,
serological methods and antibiotic testing.

Description

NC

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Requirement Designation
[ ] Yes [ X] No

___X_Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Effective Date

[ ] Yes [ X] No

__X__Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World
Fall 2019

Rationale: The Registrar’s office at Bronx Community College as well as the advisement team have identified areas of improvement for adequately advising and enrolling MLT
majors into appropriate MLT courses. To clearly identify MLT courses from general Biology courses a change in course designation from BIO to MLT is being requested. This
improvement will correct advisement amongst MLT majors and non-majors. Removing 28 as a possible prerequisite will ensure that MLT students take 88.
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Biological Sciences
FROM
Departments
Biological Sciences

TO
Departments

Course

BIO 81 - Introduction to Medical Laboratory
Technology

Course

MLT 81 - Introduction to Medical Laboratory
Technology

Credits

2

Credits

NC

Hours

3

Hours

NC

Prerequisite

BIO 11, MTH 13, CHM 17 and departmental approval

Prerequisite

NC

Co-requisite

BIO 12, CHM 18

Co-requisite

NC

Description

This course is designed to preview the MLT curriculum
coursework and for students to obtain a variety of
laboratory skills needed in other MLT courses. It
introduces the students to the professional and
technical responsibilities of the Medical Laboratory
Technician (MLT). Professional topics include hospital
and laboratory organization, legal and ethical issues,
quality assessment and lab math. Preliminary topics in
the major technical areas of laboratory science
(Microbiology, Immunology/ Serology, Hematology,
Immunohematology and Clinical Chemistry) are
explored. The course also includes instruction and
practice in phlebotomy techniques.

Description

NC

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

NC

Requirement Designation
[ ] Yes [ X] No

___X_Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Effective Date
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__X__Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World
Fall 2019
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Rationale: The Registrar’s office at Bronx Community College as well as the advisement team have identified areas of improvement for adequately advising and enrolling MLT
majors into appropriate MLT courses. To clearly identify MLT courses from general Biology courses a change in course designation from BIO to MLT is being requested. This
improvement will correct advisement amongst MLT majors and non-majors.
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Biological Sciences
FROM
Departments
Biological Sciences

TO
Departments

NC

Course

BIO 82 - Clinical Hematology and Coagulation

Course

MLT 82 - Clinical Hematology and Coagulation

Credits

4

Credits

NC

Hours

6

Hours

NC

Prerequisite

BIO 12, BIO 81, and CHM 18 and departmental
approval
None

Prerequisite
Co-requisite

BIO 12, MLT 81, and CHM 18 and departmental
approval
NC

Principles and practice of clinical laboratory
techniques in hematology and coagulation: complete
blood count, normal and abnormal smears,
sedimentation rate and coagulation studies. Emphasis
on both manual and automated techniques, principles
and diagnostic implications.

Description

NC

Co-requisite
Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Requirement Designation
[ ] Yes [ X] No

___X_Not Applicable

Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

[ ] Yes [ X] No

__X__Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World
Fall 2019

Effective Date

Rationale: The Registrar’s office at Bronx Community College as well as the advisement team have identified areas of improvement for adequately advising and enrolling MLT
majors into appropriate MLT courses. To clearly identify MLT courses from general Biology courses a change in course designation from BIO to MLT is being requested. This
improvement will correct advisement amongst MLT majors and non-majors.
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Biological Sciences
FROM
Departments
Biological Sciences

TO
Departments

NC

Course

BIO 83 – Clinical Chemistry

Course

MLT 83 – Clinical Chemistry

Credits

4

Credits

NC

Hours

6

Hours

NC

Prerequisite

BIO 81, CHM 18 and MTH 13 and departmental
approval
None

Prerequisite
Co-requisite

MLT 81, CHM 18 and MTH 13 and departmental
approval
NC

Basic principles of clinical chemistry and quality
assurance. Clinical chemistry tests: glucose, renal
function tests, serum proteins, hepatic profile,
electrolytes, enzymes and therapeutic drug
monitoring. Emphasis on manual techniques, chemical
principles and diagnostic implications.

Description

NC

Co-requisite
Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Requirement Designation
[ ] Yes [ X] No

___X_Not Applicable

Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

[ ] Yes [ X] No

__X__Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World
Fall 2019

Effective Date

Rationale: The Registrar’s office at Bronx Community College as well as the advisement team have identified areas of improvement for adequately advising and enrolling MLT
majors into appropriate MLT courses. To clearly identify MLT courses from general Biology courses a change in course designation from BIO to MLT is being requested. This
improvement will correct advisement amongst MLT majors and non-majors.
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Biological Sciences
FROM
Departments
Biological Sciences

TO
Departments

NC

Course

BIO 85 - Immunology/Serology

Course

MLT 85 - Immunology/Serology

Credits

2

Credits

NC

Hours

3

Hours

NC

Prerequisite

BIO 12, BIO 81, CHM 18 and departmental approval

Prerequisite

BIO 12, MLT 81, CHM 18 and departmental approval

Co-requisite

None

Co-requisite

NC

Description

This course is an introduction to the theory and
application of basic immunology, including the
immune response, principles of antigen-antibody
reactions and the principles of serological procedures.
The class includes other areas of study concerning the
fundamentals of immunity and the immune response
such as antibody structure and interactions, the
complement system, hypersensitivity reactions and
disorders of the immune response. A student
laboratory is used for experiences in fundamental
immunology/serology laboratory techniques

Description

NC

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Requirement Designation
[ ] Yes [ X] No

___X_Not Applicable

Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

__X__Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World
Fall 2019

Effective Date
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Rationale: The Registrar’s office at Bronx Community College as well as the advisement team have identified areas of improvement for adequately advising and enrolling MLT
majors into appropriate MLT courses. To clearly identify MLT courses from general Biology courses a change in course designation from BIO to MLT is being requested. This
improvement will correct advisement amongst MLT majors and non-majors.
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Biological Sciences
FROM
Departments
Biological Sciences

TO
Departments

NC

Course

BIO 86 - Immunohematology

Course

MLT 86 - Immunohematology

Credits

3

Credits

NC

Hours

4

Hours

NC

Prerequisite

BIO 12, BIO 81, CHM 18 and departmental approval

Prerequisite

BIO 12, MLT 81, CHM 18 and departmental approval

Co-requisite

None

Co-requisite

NC

Description

Immunohematology is the study of blood antigens and
antibodies. The course covers principles, procedures
and the clinical significance of tests results. Topics in
blood banking also include blood group systems,
pretransfusion testing and adverse effects of
transfusions, donor selection, blood components and
hemolytic disease of the newborn. The course also
explores methods for blood processing, handling and
storage of blood components and examines cross
matching and antibody identification procedures. The
class utilizes a student laboratory for experiences in
fundamental immunohematology laboratory

Description

NC

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Requirement Designation
[ ] Yes [ X] No

___X_Not Applicable

Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

__X__Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World
Fall 2019

Effective Date
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Rationale: The Registrar’s office at Bronx Community College as well as the advisement team have identified areas of improvement for adequately advising and enrolling MLT
majors into appropriate MLT courses. To clearly identify MLT courses from general Biology courses the course designation is being requested from Bio to MLT. This
improvement will correct advisement amongst MLT majors and non-majors.
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Biological Sciences
FROM
Departments
Biological Sciences

TO
Departments

NC

Course

BIO 87 - Urinalysis and Body Fluids

Course

MLT 87 - Urinalysis and Body Fluids

Credits

2

Credits

NC

Hours

3

Hours

NC

Prerequisite

BIO 11, MTH 13, CHM 17 and department approval

Prerequisite

NC

Co-requisite

BIO 12, CHM 18

Co-requisite

NC

Description

This course introduces urinalysis and body fluid
analysis, including the anatomy and physiology of the
kidney and physical, chemical and microscopic
examination of urine, cerebrospinal fluid and other
body fluids. The course utilizes a student laboratory
for experiences in basic urinalysis and body fluids
analysis

Description

NC

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Effective Date

Requirement Designation
[ ] Yes [ X] No

___X_Not Applicable

Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World
Fall 2019

[ ] Yes [ X] No

__X__Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

Rationale: The Registrar’s office at Bronx Community College as well as the advisement team have identified areas of improvement for adequately advising and enrolling MLT
majors into appropriate MLT courses. To clearly identify MLT courses from general Biology courses the course designation is being requested from Bio to MLT. This
improvement will correct advisement amongst MLT majors and non-majors.
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Biological Sciences
FROM
Departments
Biological Sciences

TO
Departments

NC

Course

BIO 90 - Clinical Internship

Course

MLT 90 – Clinical Internship

Credits

4

Credits

NC

Hours

4

Hours

NC

Prerequisite

Completion of all Medical Laboratory Technology
courses and approval by the MLT Program Director
None

Prerequisite

NC

Co-requisite

NC

This 500-hour course is designed to provide the
didactic and clinical experience necessary to acquire
knowledge in Clinical Laboratory Science. Students
practice clinical skills at local cooperating hospitals or
private laboratories under the guidance of bench
technologists and supervisors. They are evaluated by
the person in charge of the laboratory and the faculty
member assigned to the course to meet established
clinical objectives. Students rotate through the
following clinical areas: Hematology, Coagulation,
Urinalysis, Serology / Immunology, Blood Bank,
Microbiology and Clinical Chemistry.

Description

NC

Co-requisite
Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Effective Date

Requirement Designation
[ ] Yes [ X] No

___X_Not Applicable

Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World
Fall 2019
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__X__Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
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____ Scientific World
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Rationale: The Registrar’s office at Bronx Community College as well as the advisement team have identified areas of improvement for adequately advising and enrolling MLT
majors into appropriate MLT courses. To clearly identify MLT courses from general Biology courses a change in course designation from BIO to MLT is being requested. This
improvement will correct advisement amongst MLT majors and non-majors.
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Course Title: MLT 88 –Introduction to Clinical Microbiology
Course Coordinator: A. Gilman / allan.gilman@bcc.cuny.edu, 718-289-5544, 509 Meister Hall
Course Description
A microbiology course with emphasis on basic microbiology concepts of cell structure,
physiology, metabolism, genetics, growth and ecology, microbial control as well clinical
microbiological techniques used for required to culture, and identify infectious disease agents.
Course goals
The course is structured to provide you with an understanding of basic principles and concepts in
microbiology; in turn providing a framework on which to build your knowledge. The
information learned in this course will be applied in BIO 44.
Course objectives
The facts, principles, and concepts that you should be able to state, describe and/or explain are
listed at the beginning of each chapter in the text and lab manual. These objectives, along with the
study outline and review questions at the end of each chapter, are an excellent guide to the topics
to be covered on the examinations. You may want to use them, along with your notes, when in
your study group, or quizzing yourself.
Student Learning Outcomes
At the end of this course students will be able to:
• Collect, process and analyze patient specimens
• Recognize factors that affect methods and test results and take appropriate actions within
established guidelines using the principles of critical thinking and problem solving.
• Perform and monitor routine departmental quality control within established guidelines
by applying the principles of critical thinking and problem solving that pertain to quality
control and assurance
• Perform preventive and corrective maintenance of equipment and instruments and refer
to appropriate sources as necessary.
• Apply and encourage the use of the principles of laboratory safety, including Standard
Precautions.
• Demonstrate professional conduct and interpersonal communication skills with patients,
laboratory personnel, other health care professionals, and with the public.
• Demonstrate laboratory skills for the diagnosis of infectious diseases including
microscopy, cultivation, biochemical reactions identification; carry out experiments and
generate and interpret data
• Relate laboratory test results to common disease processes by recognizing the principles
and methodologies practiced in the department.
• Establish and maintain continuing education as a function of growth and maintenance of
personal and professional competence.
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Required Course Resources:
• Textbook: Textbook of Diagnostic Microbiology, Mahon & Lehman, 6th edition, 2018,
Elsevier, ISBN 9780323613170
• Laboratory manual/handouts and supplemental articles
• Blackboard
• LabCE
Student Evaluation:
Lecture/50%; 3 exams (10%/each), comprehensive final exam (15%)+ LabCE (2.5%),
2 unknowns (2.5%),
Laboratory/50%; 3 exams (10%/each), comprehensive final (15%), quizzes (5%)

Syllabus – Lecture and Lab
Date
#1
08/28
(T)

#2
08/30
(H)

Lecture
•
•

Introduction
Classification

Laboratory
•
•

Biohazard
Quad streaking

Assignments
LEC: C1(text) p3-6.
LAB: handout #1

•

Prokaryotic Structure

•
•

Colonial morphology LEC: C1 p7-9, C8,
Quad streaking
LAB: handout #1

#3
09/04
(T)

•

#4
09/06
(H)

•

#5
09/13
(H)

•

Prokaryotic Structure

•
•

Microscope
Gram staining

LEC: C1 p7-9, C7,
LAB: handout #1

Prokaryotic Structure

•
•

Gram staining
Acid-fast stain

LEC: C1 p7-9,
LAB: handout #1

Prokaryotic growth

•
•
•
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#6
09/20
(H)

•

#7
09/25
(T)

•

#8
09/27
(H)

•

Prokaryotic
Metabolism

•

Biochemical testing

LEC: C1 p14-17,
LAB: handout

Prokaryotic
Metabolism

•

Biochemical testing

LEC: C1 p14-17,
LAB: handout

•

Prokaryotic
Metabolism
Review

Review of labs 1-7.

LEC: C1 p14-17,

LAB: handout
#9
10/02
(T)

•

EXAM I; Lecture & Laboratory

#10
10/04
(H)

•

Control; Antiseptics
& Disinfectants

#11
10/9
(T)

•

#12
10/11
(H)

•
•

#13
10/16
(T)

•

Antibiotic resistance

LEC; C13, 12,

#14

•

Immunology

LEC; C2,

•
•

Antiseptics
UV

LEC; C4,
LAB; handout

Antibiotics

Antibiotics
Prokaryotic genetics

•
•
•
•

Kirby-Bauer
MIC
Kirby-Bauer
MIC

LEC; C13,
LAB; handout
LEC; C13, 12,
LAB; handout
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10/18
(H)
#15
10/23
(T)

•

#16
10/25
(H)

•

Host-Parasite
interactions

#17
10/30
(T)
#18
11/01
(H)
#19
110/6
(T)

•

Viruses

•

Unknown #1

LEC; C29,

•

Viruses

•

Unknown #2

LEC; C29,

•

EXAM II; Lecture & Laboratory

#20
11/08
(H)

•

Parasites; protozoa

•
•

Slides
Unknown #3

LEC; C28

#21
11/13
(T)

•

Parasitology; protozoa

•
•

Slides
Unknown #4

LEC; C28

#22
11/15
(H)

•

Parasitology; worms

•
•

Slides
Unknown #5

LEC; C28

#23
11/20
(T)

•

Parasitology; worms

•
•

Slides
Unknown #5

LEC; C28

#24
11/27
(T)

•

•
•
•
•

Staining
Germ tube
Chlamydospores
Unknown #6

LEC; C27

•

Introduction to
Mycology
Yeast

#25

•

Yeast

•

Slides

LEC; C27

•

Immunology/Antibodi
es
Immunodiagnostics

•

Slide Agglutination

LEC; C2

LEC; C2,
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11/29
(H)

•

Opportunistic fungi

•

Unknown #7

#26
12/04
(T)
#27
12/06
(H)

•
•

Dimorphic fungi
Dermatophytes

•

Slides

LEC; C27

•

Fungi

•
•

Slides
Review

LEC; C27

#28
12/11
(T)
TBA

EXAM III (P&M)

Comprehensive Lecture Final
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Section AIV: New Courses
AIV.1 A
Department(s)
Career
Academic Level
Subject Area
Course Number
Course Title
Catalogue Description

Biological Sciences

Pre/ Co Requisites
Credits
Contact Hours
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute
General Education
Component

BIO 12 or BIO 24 and CHM 18 and departmental approval
4
6

[ x ] Undergraduate [ ] Graduate
[ x ] Regular [ ] Compensatory [ ] Developmental [ ] Remedial
Medical Laboratory Technology
MLT 88
Introduction to Clinical Microbiology

This is a clinical microbiology course with emphasis on basic microbiology concepts of cell structure,
physiology, metabolism, genetics, growth and ecology, microbial control as well as clinical microbiological
techniques required to culture and identify infectious disease agents.

[ ] Yes [ X ] No
__X__ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

___ Flexible
_ World Cultures
____ US Experience in its Diversity
____ Creative Expression
____Individual and Society
____Scientific World
Rationale: MLT students currently take BIO 28: Microbiology and Infection Control as a program requirement. However, the Biological Sciences
Department has recognized that MLT students are not being adequately prepared for passing the national accrediting examination, and thus
continuing on to a career in Medical Laboratory Sciences, by taking BIO 28, primarily because this course is geared toward Allied Health majors.
The learning outcomes and required skills for these two student populations is different enough that a standalone Microbiology course for MLT
majors is required. This new course would be reserved for MLT students only, and would focus on the content and skills they need in order to pass
the national exam and establish a career in Medical Laboratory Sciences.
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Proposed: Revise codification to eliminate the 30-credit maximum credits by exemption (e.g., transfer
credit). Replace with a 30-credit residency requirement for associate programs.

Current Codification:

Proposed Revised Codification:

Exemption

Exemption

Degree Requirements

Degree Requirements

10.1.4 Maximum credits by exemption
10.1.4 Maximum credits by exemption
a. Credits by exemption are limited to a
a. Credits by exemption (whether earned
maximum of 30 credits whether earned at
at another college or by other
another college or by other acceptable
acceptable method listed above) are
method listed above. They are also subject to
limited by the BCC 30 credit residency
the specific limitations applying to their
requirement. That is, students must
complete at least 30 credits at BCC to
specific category.
earn a BCC associate degree. The
balance of credits required for the
degree (typically 30 credits, but
sometimes more, depending on the
degree) may be satisfied by exemption
credits. Note, however, that exemption
credits are also subject to the specific
limitations applying to their specific
category.

11.2 Credit requirements

11.2 Credit requirements

11.2.1 Minimum credits required for degree
11.2.1 Minimum credits required for degree
a. Students shall be considered for a degree
a. Students shall be considered for a
when all course and grade point average
degree when all course and grade point
requirements for their curriculum have been
average requirements for their
met. The minimum number of degree credits
curriculum have been met. The
required for a degree shall be the number
minimum number of degree credits
stated in the College Catalog for his/her
required for a degree shall be the
curriculum at the time the student entered the
number stated in the College Catalog
College.
for his/her curriculum at the time the
student entered the College.
b. Students must complete at least 30
credits at BCC (30-credit residency).

Effective Semester: Fall 2019

Rationale: The proposed change would increase the number of credits potentially eligible for
exemption credit (e.g., transfer credit) for BCC degree programs like Medical Lab Technician
(MLT) that require more than 60 credits to graduate with an associate degree. The MLT program
requires 66 total credits and, therefore, would accommodate up to 36 transfer credits under this
proposed policy. While this number of transfer credits is typically rare, the MLT program has, in

recent years, admitted a number of students with bachelor’s degrees. When these students are
transferring with a science degree, like the BS Forensic Science from John Jay, they sometimes
have more than 30 credits that could transfer directly toward the MLT degree requirements. With
the current limit of 30 credits, these students are put in the position of needing to retake courses
for which they already have the equivalent, take a course not applicable to the degree, or take an
independent study. Note that these students must pay out of pocket as they are no longer eligible
for grant-based financial aid (having already earned a bachelor’s degree).
While this change is proposed to address a recurring issue for the MLT program, it would apply
to any BCC degree program (e.g., Nursing, Radiologic Technology, Nuclear Medicine
Technology, and Electronic Engineering Technology) that requires more than 60 credits. This
change would afford these additional programs more flexibility in accommodating student
transfer credit, but would obviously not require them to accept more credit.
The proposed change would have no impact on degree programs that require 60 credits.

Additional Context for Proposal to Revise the Transfer Credit Limitation
1. CUNY Office of Academic Affairs has been consulted and has no objection to using a 30
credit residency requirement instead of a maximum transfer credit limitation.
2. There are no applicable CUNY guidelines on this matter.
3. Other approaches were considered to address this issue. For example: (1) creating a
policy exemption that would allow more than 30 transfer credits for students transferring
into MLT in particular with a bachelor’s degree; (2) creating a policy that uses 50% of
the total credits required for a degree as the guideline for maximum transfer credit. After
discussion and deliberation both of these seemed more problematic than creating a 30
credit residency requirement.
4. Benchmarking:
a. Peer CUNY Community Colleges have a 30 credit maximum on transfer credit.
b. However, the idea of using 30 credits as a residency requirement is used by
Medgar Evers College for their bachelor’s degree programs. That is, Medgar
allows 90 credits to be transferred in and only 30 credits required in residency for
a 120 credit bachelors. New York City College of Technology requires 34 credits
in residency for a bachelor’s degree. The College of Staten Island has a 90 credit
maximum on transfer credit.

Proposed: In order to clarify the existing language regarding course waivers and substitutions as well as to recognize the potential Pathways
core requirements of such waivers and substitutions, the following proposed revision to 10.5.2 is offered.
Current Codification:
Proposed Revised Codification:
10.5.2 Exemptions by equivalent course or substitute course 10.5.2 Exemptions by substitute course
a. Exemptions made under this policy are those
a. Exemptions made under this policy are those permitting a
permitting a student to forgo a required course in his
student to forgo a required course in his or her curriculum
or her curriculum by reason of exceptional
by reason of exceptional circumstances. Students
circumstances. Students receiving such exemptions
receiving such exemptions shall be responsible for
shall by responsible for completing the credits that
completing the credits that are exempted. These credits are
are exempted. These credits are replaced by taking
replaced by taking a substitute course.
either an equivalent course or a substitute course.
b. An equivalent course is one that is substantially equal
to the required course in terms of depth, difficulty,
content and contact hours. For equivalent courses at
Bronx Community College, a list of such courses
shall be compiled by each department and forwarded
to the College Curriculum Committee. Curriculum
coordinators may approve the use of equivalent
courses without the necessity of other approvals
since such courses have been previously approved by
the College Curriculum Committee. Since these
courses have been approved by the College
Curriculum Committee as being equivalent to the
required courses both credit and index value (quality
points) will be awarded in these cases.
c. A substitute course is a course to be taken in place of
b. A substitute course is a course to be taken in place of a
a required course within a curriculum and needs
required course within a curriculum and needs approval of
approval of the Chair of the Department in which the
the Chair of the Department in which the required course
required course is given. The curriculum coordinator
is given as well as from the Chair of the Department
who receives a request for a substitution shall ask the
offering the curriculum in which the course is required.
Department Chair of the required course for approval
(Note: Chairs may create a “designee” for purpose of
to substitute a course. The Department Chair acts on
substitution approvals.) A student should make the request
individual requests of students, and the Department
for a substitution first to the Chair of the Department
Chair's action is not to be considered as setting a
offering the curriculum in which the course is required. If
precedent upon which decisions concerning future
approved, the Chair or student may then make a request to
10/24/18

requests are based. It is recognized that these
substitutions should be granted only for exceptional
and unusual situations. The Chair of the Department
in which the required course is given must give
his/her approval for the substitution in writing to the
Registrar prior to the CAS graduation meeting.

Effective Semester: Fall 2019

the Chair of the Department in which the required course
is given. Both Department Chairs must agree regarding the
substitution. Please note the following:
i.
The Department Chairs act on individual requests
of students, and their actions are not to be
considered as setting a precedent upon which
decisions concerning future requests are based.
ii. It is recognized that these substitutions should be
granted only for exceptional and unusual
situations.
iii. The Chair of the Department to which the
curriculum belongs and the Chair of the
Department in which the required course is given
must give their approval for the substitution in
writing to the Registrar prior to the CAS
graduation meeting.
iv.
If the required course is also located within the
Pathways core, the Pathways Appeals Officer must
also be consulted to ensure the substituted course
is acceptable under Pathways. If it is not, the
student is responsible for taking another
appropriate class in that core area to meet the
Pathways requirements.

Rationale: The language regarding the department that holds/owns the curriculum lacked clarity that could lead to inappropriate courses being
substituted should that department not be consulted in substitution situations. Additionally, with the change to the Pathways curriculum, in
cases where the class in question is also a Pathways course, that aspect of the waiver and/or substitution needs to be addressed to ensure
students also meet their Pathways core requirements. Finally, the language regarding equivalency is primarily covered by the substitution
language given that no current list exists and such a list could be problematic as equivalencies should be listed in the college catalog.

10/24/18

2018 -19 Bronx Community College Budget
Presentation to College Senate
November 2019

Budget Presentation to College Senate
 This presentation will provide the:
 All-Funds Report

 Operating Budget (Tax-Levy)

 Student Technology Fee Plan
 Capital Budget and Program
 Related Entities: Auxiliary, Association and BCC Inc.

Bronx Community College-CUNY
Resources and Expenditures - All Funds
Fiscal Year 2019 Budget
Amounts in $000's

Resources
Tax Levy Allocation (Per Allocation #6 )
Pending Allocations (subject to UBO approval)
Revenue Collection Above/(Below) Target
ACE 17.5% Fee
Non Tax Levy Programs
Investment Income
Scholarships, Grants & Contract
Total Resources*
Expenditures
PS Regular, Retros & All Other PS
Overtime
Adjuncts
Temporary Service
Total PS
Supplies
Equipment & Furniture
Books/Subscriptions/Memberships
Fuel
Maintenance
Rent, Utilities
Professional & Other Services
Financial Aid
Travel
University-Wide Initiatives
Additional OTPS to be allocated
Total OTPS
Total Expenditures*
Beginning Fund Balance
Net Surplus/(Deficit)

Tax Levy
Ledger 2

Tax Levy
Ledger 3:
Tech Fee

Tax Levy
Ledger 3:
EOC

93,538

2,300

4,163

93,538
95,885

2,300

4,163

Tax Levy
Ledger 3:
ECC & Misc

287

287

Tax Levy
Ledger 3:
ACE

BCC Inc Auxiliary
Association Enterprises

ECC

962

573

155

75

1,398

962

573

155

75

1,398

179

20

0

216

179

20

0

18
6

247
6
21

273
0
4

15
20

0

25
70

342

2,757

477

83,677

477

2,880

1,605
1,120
276
68
1,300

949
491
183

2,069
2,029
474
920

150

37
5
27
1
102
720
382

3

9

9,861

1,823

1,283

93,538

2,300

4,163

1,361

750

0

0

0

0

0

0

1,361

750

0

0

0

1,028

47

Auxiliary
EOC

BCC
Reserve:
Unrestricte
BCC
d
Foundation

ACE
reserve

BCC
Total**

342

66,285
728
11,025
5,639

123

Parking

BCC Reserve:
Restricted
(GENERAL
ACCOUNT)

0

0

1,079
1,079

0

1,050

70,291
728
11,364
6,116

216
0

287

0

1,050

0

0

0

488

288

6

21

43

287

126

783

608

130

0

347

0

287

342

962

628

130

0

1,397

0

1,028

2,191

221

278

2,035

7,729

25

75

1

0

246

353

2,036

7,729

88,499

0
978

0

0

978

0

3,277
1,668
511
69
1,474
720
4,004
3,007
576
920
0
16,226

0

978

0

104,725

1,518

1,267

18,378

0

101

0

147

0

1,619

1,267

18,525

0

96

(55)

0

133
20
0

174

100,630
0
0
0
3,163
0
1,079
104,872

0

20

Other Transfers/Adjustments
Ending Fund Balance

*Tax Levy amounts based on CUNY's Allocation #2, pending approval of BCC's FY 2018 Financial Plan.

2,136

Operating Budget
Tax Levy

FY 2019 Proposed Tax Levy Spending Plan

Comparison of Expenditures to
Resources ($000)

FY 2017
Actual

FY 2018
Actual

FY 2019
Rev Plan

FY 2019 vs FY 2018
$ Change
% Change

Resources
Campus based Allocation-General
Campus based Allocation-ASAP
Campus based Alloc.-Lump Sum Restricted
Revenue Collection Above/(Below) Target
Total Resources

82,267
4,192
4,882
(412)
90,929

84,683
4,773
4,847
(363)
93,940

83,498
6,566
5,236
317
95,617

(1,185)
1,793
389
680
1,677

-1.4%
37.6%
8.0%
-187.3%
1.8%

Expenditures
PS Regular
Overtime
Adjuncts
Temporary Service
Total PS
OTPS
Total Campus Based Expenditures

65,754
1,503
10,344
5,478
83,079
7,810
90,889

67,985
1,125
11,137
5,288
85,535
9,002
94,537

67,160
900
11,025
5,455
84,540
11,077
95,617

(825)
(225)
(112)
167
(995)
2,075
1,080

-1.2%
-20.0%
-1.0%
3.2%
-1.2%
23.1%
1.1%

1,313

597
(597)

-100.0%
-31.3%

(Over)/Under Expenditure
Prior Year CUTRA & Reserves
Other Resources
Year-End Balance

* Pending Final Review and Approval

40
1,870

1,910

(597)
1,910

1,313

1,313

-

0.0%

FY 2019 - Tax Levy Spending Plan

 Salaries reflect annual contractual wage increases and additional

funding for ASAP staff and staff funded from other restricted
allocations.

 Excluding ASAP, OTPS expenditures were reduced to FY 2018 actual

expenditure levels:

o In FY 2019, ASAP’s OTPS allocation increased $1.7 million due to the

addition of funded waivers for the Fall and Spring semesters.

Tax Levy Operating Expenditures
FY 2019 Proposed vs FY 2018 Actual

Overtime Salaries

Temporary & PT
Salaries

$1.5
$1.1
$0.9

OTPS

Adjuncts

Regular Salaries

$0.0

College-wide P&B Meeting

FY 2017
FY 2018
FY 2019

$ Amounts in Millions

$5.5
$5.3
$5.5

$7.8
$9.0
$11.1
$10.3
$11.1
$11.0

$10.0

$20.0

$30.0

$40.0

$50.0

$60.0

$65.8
$67.9
$68.7

$70.0

$80.0

Student Technology Fee Plan
Capital – Information Technology

Student Technology Fee Planning

The STF plan supports the purchase of technology related equipment, software, and/or
services used in direct support of student instruction in the following categories:







Classroom / Lab enhancements and instructional equipment/software/services
Collaboration / Feedback technologies
Blended / Online learning technologies
Assessment of learning
Digital content for learning
Co-curricular support

STF proposals are reviewed and shortlisted by a committee which consists of BCC
students, faculty and administrative staff. Every year, the committee, oversees budget
allocation and approves projects that merit funding.

Student Technology Fee Planning

 FTE based allocation: Full-time students pay $125.00 per semester and

part-time students pay $62.50 per semester.
 FY19 STF Allocation: $2.264k
 BCC Technology Initiatives: $1.5M (66%)

 CUNY University Wide Initiatives (UWI): $574k (25.5%)
 Single Sign On, Office 365, Mobile CUNY, Business Intelligence, Disaster Recovery, Fiber
Ring.
 CUNY Strategic Technology Initiatives (STI): $190k (8.5%)
 Microsoft / Adobe Agreements, Information Security, Blackboard, Fiber Network, etc.

BCC Technology Initiatives ($1.5M)
STF Proposals, $60,000.00 , 4%

Printing, $70,000.00 , 5%

Classroom Technology,
$60,000.00 , 4%

Academic Computing Personel,
$252,192.00 , 17%

Faculty Development,
$65,000.00 , 4%

Library Resources & Supplies,
$235,000.00 , 16%

Student Internships (STA & ITA),
$293,800.00 , 19%

Assistive Technology,
$12,000.00 , 1%

Computer Replacement,
$315,000.00 , 21%

Student Systems, $115,000.00 ,
8%

CTLT, $20,000.00 , 1%

Selected STF FY18 Accomplishments
 Replaced all Student public computers in the Library

 Purchased SMART kapp digital boards to create a new

commons

 Upgraded the following Student Computer Labs: ME

G01, ME 302, ME 329, RBSC 309

 Upgraded and expanded student WiFi network
 Purchased renewal license for E-Portfolio and

DegreeWorks.

 Renewed license agreements for wireless security

across campus

 Purchased large format printers for Digital Arts

Laboratory classroom

 Purchased equipment and software for mapping air

quality (Geospatial Center)

 Purchased an Online Learning Simulation (OLS) system

designed to assist Faculty & Staff in learning how to
create a supportive environment for Student Veterans










learning environment in the Chemistry department. SMART
kapp allows you to save and share notes as they unfold
using a regular dry-erase marker.
Funded the Student Technology Assistant / ITT Mentor
Programs
Purchased Library computer supplies for support of student
printing
Provided specialized academic electronic periodical
databases not supported by Central CUNY for the Library.
Purchased hardware and software for students with
disabilities.
Sustained the Faculty Development Program to ensure that
our faculty are current with the application and use of
technology
Purchased computer supplies & accessories for smart
classrooms (CTLT)
Funding was provided to maintain a BCC’s Student Print
Management System (Blackboard Transaction System with
Pharos Uniprint)

Capital Plan
Facilities

Progress Report for 2007 Master Plan Projects
1. Build North Hall - Completed
2. Demolish Patterson Hall and Renovate Patterson Garage - Completed
3. Create Surface Parking to Replace Visitor Lot where North Hall Constructed - Completed
4. Build the Children’s Center - Completed
5. Roscoe C. Brown Student Center Renovation - Completed
6. Renovate RBSC Annex as Classrooms (was Family College) - Completed
7. Renovate Begrisch Hall –HVAC Upgrade Completed, Exterior Upgrade in Construction
8. Sage Basement Classroom - Renovation for Automotive Completed
9. Renovate Snow Hall – First and Second Floors Completed
10.Renovate Meister Hall Floors 2 & 3 for Academic Computing - Completed
11.Renovate Meister Hall Basement for Bronx Express – in Design
12.Renovate Meister Hall Sub-Basement to supporting the Bronx Express - in Design
13.Hall of Fame Playhouse Renovation – Project Funded
14.Renovate Meister Hall Labs – Projects Funded or in Design
15.Renovate CPH – Capital Request Submitted
16.Renovate Colston Hall – Capital Request Submitted
17.Renovate Sage for Business Department – Not in Process
Utility Upgrades – Three Phases Complete, One in Construction, One in Bid Phase

Major Capital Projects Completed in 2018
Year
Completed

Capital Cost

Meister Hall Fire Alarm Upgrade

2018

$1,935,000

New Hall Fire Alarm Upgrade

2018

$1,000,000

2018

$1,000,000

2018

$959,000

2018

$2,160,000

2018

$4,774,000

World War II Dominican Veterans Memorial

2018

$420,000

Emergency Replacement of Colston Water Piping

2018

$75,000

Emergency Replacement of Electric Feeders

2018

$200,000

Carl Polowczyck Hall Fire Alarm
Upgrade
Alumni Gymnasium Pool
New Hall Roof Replacement
Havemeyer Lab Roof Replacement
World War II Dominican Veterans Memorial
Meister Hall Fire Alarm Upgrade
New Hall Fire Alarm Upgrade
Carl Polowczyck Hall Fire Alarm Upgrade

New Hall Roof Replacement

Havemeyer Lab Roof Replacement
Alumni Gymnasium Pool

Year Completed
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018

Campus-Wide Utility Infrastructure Upgrade

Phase 3 Area of Impact

Phase 1 & 2 Area of Impact

Phase 4 Area of Impact

Related Entities

Auxiliary, Association, BCC Inc.

FY 2019 Auxiliary Enterprise Budget Plan

Beginning Balance AEC: $2,735,320.

Expenditure Plan by Program Area

AEC Fund Summary/Program Areas

PROGRAM SERVICES

PUBLIC
RELATIONS

ACADEMIC

SUPPORTING SERVICES

STUDENT
SERVICES

MGMT &
GENERAL

CAMPUS
FUNCTIONS

TOTAL

Academic

Faculty Functions/Meetings
Internships and Experiential
Presidential Grants/Academic Support

Total Academic
Administration
Audit Fees
Blackboard
Business Services
Campus Store Start-up and Inventory
Events Support
Filing Fees
Financial Edge Maintenance
Meetings/Memberships/Conferences
Insurance-Liability/D&O
Legal Services Expense
Miscellaneous
Parking Supplies & Maintenance
Roadway & Sidewalks
Security Equipment
Total

$

-

$

5,000.00 $

-

$

-

$

-

$

5,000.00

$

-

$

20,000.00 $

-

$

-

$

-

$

20,000.00

$

-

$ 100,000.00 $

-

$

-

$

-

$ 100,000.00

$

-

$ 125,000.00 $

-

$

-

$

-

$ 125,000.00

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

6,500.00 $

-

$

6,500.00

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

20,000.00 $

-

$

20,000.00

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

15,000.00 $

-

$

15,000.00

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

50,000.00 $

-

$

50,000.00

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

2,500.00 $

-

$

2,500.00

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

250.00 $

-

$

250.00

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

2,500.00 $

-

$

2,500.00

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

5,000.00 $

-

$

5,000.00

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

5,000.00 $

-

$

5,000.00

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

4,000.00 $

-

$

4,000.00

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

1,000.00 $

-

$

1,000.00

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

40,000.00 $

-

$

40,000.00

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

70,000.00 $

-

$

70,000.00

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

20,000.00 $

-

$

20,000.00

$

-

$

-

$

-

$ 241,750.00 $

-

$ 241,750.00

BCC INC – Student Activities Fee Distribution

Revenue Projection
FY19 Anticipated Revenue - based on Enrollment
Plan By Allocating Body
College Association
Child Development Center
Student Government

Plan By EarMark
Child Development Center
Athletics
Student Center/Student Activities
Senior Affairs/Commencement
Study Abroad
Music/Art
Health Care
Overhead Expenses
College Purpose Fund
Base Budgets

Beginning Balance BCC, Inc.: $1,000,000. (net of child care)

$962,186

$786,462
$91,810
$83,914
$962,186
$175,724
$139,891
$219,756
$47,980
$12,955
$33,961
$59,823
$112,074
$55,347
$104,675
$962,186

Association Earmarks
College Purpose
Fund

Base Budgets: Clubs
11%

ECC/SGA
18%

6%
Overhead
Expenses
12%

EARMARKED ALLOCATING BODY
Athletics
15%

Health Care
6%
Music & Art
4%
Study Abroad
1%

Student Life
23%
Senior Affairs
5%

Student
Government
Association
8%

BCC Early Childhood
Center
10%
College
Association
82%

BCC Faculty Council
November 2018

SENATE REPORT
1) The Faculty Council held special elections for a vacancy in the Diversity & Inclusion Task Force –
Laura Barberan (ENG) was elected.
2) The Faculty Council held special elections for a vacancy in the Committee on VP’s and Deans –
Nikolaos Apostolakis (MTH) was elected.
3) Following discussion on the interim chancellor’s memo regarding external reviewers in the
reappointment, promotion and tenure process, the Faculty Council passed the following
resolutions:
Bronx Community College Faculty Council opposes the use of external evaluators in the
reappointment, tenure, and promotion process.
Adopted (31 Yes, 1 Abstention) by a voice vote of the BCC Faculty Council, Thursday, Nov. 8, 2018
Create a taskforce of the Faculty Council to consider not only Chancellor Robinowitz’s
memorandum, but other issues surrounding promotion, tenure, fellowship, and leave. This
includes the gathering of data surrounding these issues (point by point) and to report back to the
Faculty Council the findings for the purpose of further discussion and possible action.
Adopted unanimously by a voice vote of the BCC Faculty Council, Thursday, Nov. 8, 2018

COMMITTEE ON INSTRUCTION & PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
REPORT FO FACULTY SENATE
11/46/2018
Actionable Items-None.
Update on Academic Integrity Changes
Dean A. Ott presented a sampling of Academic Integrity policies other CUNY campuses have in their
college catalogs. He asked that we read the policies and share with our departments so that the body
may vote on how we wish to proceed to present this policy in the catalog. Dean Ott mentioned ways
we could present the CUNY Academic Policy in the BCC catalog and website.
Student Survey Pilot
C. Efthimiou discussed the student survey pilot. BCC professors have volunteered to pilot the new
survey this Fall 2018. The student survey will be on paper and handwritten responses will not be
scanned. SGA reps asked about incentives for filling out the student survey to ensure a high response
rate.
Faculty Survey
The body voted to include the two questions presented by J. Ziegler on Academic Freedom on the
annual Faculty and Staff survey. Also included will be a text box to allow Faculty and Staff to state
whether they have witnessed or experienced violations of academic freedom.
Presentation on Writing Intensive/Writing Center
S. Kim spoke about the Writing Intensive program and the support network for Writing Intensive
classes. The Writing Intensive program in many cases is meant to reward low stakes assignments to
promote better writing. It was noted that Writing Intensive waivers normally are given to students who
have already taken one Writing Intensive class.
J. Robertson spoke on the Writing Center’s role on campus to help all members of the campus
community with their writing projects. There are many handouts at the Writing Center that offer help
with writing topics.
BCC 7th Annual Faculty Day Update
The committee selected and has reached out to Councilman Ritchie Torres to invite as the keynote
speaker on April 12th, 2019. The topic of faculty day will be “Social Justice and Community Colleges”.
There will be a Call for Presentations put out on December 18th.
New Business
The Presidential Grants were made available to the committee in and we will work on evaluating them
using the rubric we used for last year’s grants.
Next meeting:
December 4th, 2018. Language Hall Faculty and Staff Lounge, 4:00 PM–6 PM
Respectfully submitted,
Rebeca V. Araya, CIPD Chairperson

BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
of the City University of New York

SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
November 12, 2018

RESOLUTION
Following a discussion on more efficient senate meeting
proceedings, the Senate Executive Committee of Bronx Community
College passed the following resolution:

Beginning in February of 2019, committee reports not calling for
action at that meeting or at a subsequent meeting must be
submitted in writing by the Monday on which Senate Executive
Committee meetings are held at 2:00 p.m. Such reports will be
distributed prior to the meeting, allowing for questions (but no oral
reports) during the meeting.

